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By LAUREN FIORELLI
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

At 12:30 a.m . on Saturday,
Nov. 12. a student at Williams
College reported an act of hate
speech and vandalism to the
Williams Campus Safety and
Security (CSS). The following
day, the President of the College , Adam Falk , sent out a detailed e-mail notification to the
Williams campus community.
In contrast , recent events on the
Hill have prompted some students to question the effectiveness of administrative responses
to sexual assault on campus.
The e-mail , addressed to
the Williams community, said
that a student reported finding
the phrase , "All n *****s must
die," written on a wall in one of
the dorms on campus. "We are
horrified by this act and regret
needing to repeat such language
in a college communication ,"
the e-mail read.
The notification reported that
CSS had launched an investigation into the hate crime. It also
reported the campus response,
noting that student discussions
were held on Sunday, Nov. 13,
to discuss possible responses the
College could make. CSS and
the Dean 's Office spoke with all
of the students living in the dorm
and those who had swiped into
the building that ni ght.
Signed by President Falk ,
as well as Williams * Dean of
the College Sarah Bolton , Vice
President of Campus Life Steve
Klass and Vice President for
Strategic Planning and Institutional Diversity Mike Reed ,
the e-mail was forwarded to all
Williams alumni with regrets
and reassurance that hate has no
place on the Williams campus.
Recently, students and faculty
on the Hill have been engaged in
discussion concerning sexual assault and the upholding of community values at the College. In
response, Dean of Students and
Vice President of Student Affairs
James Terhune held a community forum on Tuesday, Nov. 15 for
an open discussion regarding the
College 's policies and the support available for victims.
Both at the forum and on
the Community Digest of Civil
Discourse , some students from
the College praised Williams '
See WILLIAMS, Page 2
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COURTESY OF ERIK BAISH

Derrik Flahive 13 p lays guitar with Chinese children during a JanPlan 2011 trip to China. Flahive lost his life on Tuesday. M»w 15. 2011 while
study ing abroad in Chile Family, friends and community members share their reflections and memories of Flahive on pages 6-9. "In Memoriam. "

Student exhibit explores stereotypes

Class organizes
photo display
on gender roles

locations near the ice cream
counter , where students have
to bend over in order to scoop
their dessert.
"One of the biggest issues
that the teams had was that
no one talked to them [to tell]
them that [the tables] were going to be taken away," Laxson
said. According to Laxson ,
"many guys were naive to the
fact that some girls think about
[being watched] that every time
they get a dessert or ice cream."
After realizing the need for
a healthy discourse on gender,
Tappan 's class brainstormed
several ideas to initiate conversations , eventually deciding
to adopt an exercise from a different class—Boys to Men—
which Tappan also teaches.
According to a statement hung
in the exhibit written by the
class , "Professor Tappan asks
students to imagine the day in
the life of another gender. We
decided to make this activity
our own. "
Class members stationed
themselves in Pulver Pavilion
for a series of afternoons during which they spoke to many
students about "how their life

would be different if they were
another gender." They photographed each student holding a
sign with his or her statement
about gender written on it. They
ended up with a collection of almost 200 photographs.
The class found that the answers varied. "Some students
wrote about what they would
actually do, some spoke about
the pressures of the dominant
culture and some engaged selfconsciously with stereotypes
about men and women," the
statement read.
The answers ranged from
light-hearted responses about
posing for Facebook pictures
to more serious answers about
safety or the gender wage gap.
According to the class statement , "The opinions don 't
necessarily
represent
our
views or even the views of the
students holding them , but as
a collection they begin tox reveal how Colby students perceive gender. "
Within the responses , there
were several common themes.
For example, according to the
statement , the class found that
"students identified bathrooms ,
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eral discourse on campus and
Yaverbaum noted that she homesickness , the event came
looked through similar insti- just in time. According to Hin-

man , it "was such a perfect
coincidence , considering that
[Spontaneous Fun Day] had
been on the drawing board for
about two months. This was
exactly what we hoped for. "
A post entitled "So much
fun ," by Mandy Ferguson '12
on the Community Digest of
Civil Discourse on Nov. 18
echoed Hinman 's statements.
Ferguson wrote that Spontaneous Fun Day was "the perfect
display of energy, spontaneity
and fun. After a week or two
of feeling disheartened by the
events occurring on campus ,
days like today remind me why
I chose to come to this school.
I think that others will agree
with me when I say that this
event came at the perfect moment during an extremely difficult time in our community.
Thanks for revitalizing my love
for Colby."
The S p o n t a n e o u s Fun Day
was a prototype of w h a t
SGA hopes w i l l become a
College tradition.
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The
Diamond
Building
atrium was packed for the
premiere of Trading Places , a
pholography exhibit exp loring
gender stereotypes that was
on display from Nov. 14-16.
The students in the Women ,
Gender , and Sexuality Studies
class . Girls Making Change:
Girlhood , Activism and Popular Culture—taught by Professor and Director of Education
Mark Tappan—created the exhibit in order to encourage discussion on gender and power
at the College.
"Our class started talking about the round tables at
Dana ," Kate Laxson * 13, a student in Tappan 's class, said.
Recently, the tables at Dana
Dining Hall were rearranged.
The tables where some male
athletes typically sat were
j removed from their original

dining halls and the gym as
sites where gender became
highly charged." Additionally,
"many people wrote about how
their sex lives would change, or
how they would modify their
appearance to fit the norms of
contemporary society."
The exhibit opened immediately following feminist activist Jaclyn Friedman 's lecture,
"What You Really Really Want:
How to Pursue a Safe, Satisfying Sexuality at Colby and Beyond ," on Nov. 14. "We got
great responses," Laxson said.
"We had people coming and
looking at the pictures , laughing one minute and getting serious the next as the topics became more serious."
Because the project was not
an official class assignment, the
organization of the exhibit was
done outside of class. Though
the preparation and presentation was time-consuming, "the
responses we got were worth
it ," Laxson said. "We hoped
that it would allow the topic of
gender to be introduced to our
discourse on campus without
anyone feeling attacked , and
that 's exactly what it did."

Realities of Youth Homelessness in Maine, a pane l
held on Thursday, Nov. 17,
began with the anonymous
story from a student of the
College: "I couch surfed for a
couple of years before I officially became an unaccompanied , throwaway teen; that is ,
a homeless youth. "
Dana Roberts '12, director
of the Colby Volunteer Center
(CVC), read the student 's story
to open the evening 's conversation featuring Tony Veit, youth
outreach officer in Maine, Bodhi
Simpson, teen parent program
director and clinician and Betty
Palmer, executive director of the
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter
(MMHS). The evening marked
a halfway point in the CVC's
month-long efforts to contribute $10,000 to the $2.75 million capital campaign,"Breaking
Rebuilding
Lives,
Ground,
which is dedicated to building a
new MMHS. Roberts, who facilitated the panel , said that the
CVC hopes "to raise awareness
on campus," and invest the College in the issue of homelessness.
Though Viet , Simpson and
Palmer spoke about their tireless work and shared success
stories of homeless youth
finding respite, the overwhelming theme of the night
was that there is not enough
governmental or structural
support for the homeless in
the United States and especially for the youth.
The panelists spoke honestly
about the stark reality that many
teenagers face with limited resources and no place to sleep.
Many teens turn to couch-surfing,
or moving around from place to
place, depending on where there
are places to sleep.
Simpson spoke about her
experience with teens, often
pregnant or parenting, wandering in off the street , looking for a p lace to stay. "A lot
of them are looking for a place
to live," she said , "and I don 't
have a place to send them , so I
often have to send them back
onto the street. "
See HOMELESS, Page 3
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Campus enjoys Spontaneous Fun Day JTHK WEEK ^!
By RUMBIDZAI GONDO
NEWS STAFF

The College had its first
Spontaneous Fun Day on Nov.
18 , during which the Student Government Association
(SGA) hosted a range of activities in Pulver Pavilion from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
"This was an opportunity
for students to step back and
appreciate Colby and possibly
recharge their batteries ," SGA
Publicity Chair Raymond Riding '12 said.
The idea to give back to
the students through an array of entertaining activities
was on the SGA agenda since
the beginning of the semester. The team that championed
this particular event included
Junior Class Presidents Erika
Hinman '13 and Keith Love
'13 as well as Sophomore
Class Presidents Wayne Kim
'14 and Cole Yaverbaum '14.
As people walked through
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Williams e-mail provokesresponse on Hill
From WILLIAMS, Page 1

response to crimes on its campus and questioned the strength
of administrative responses to
incidents on the Hill. Students
at the forum asked why notifications could not be sent out
that did not reveal private information—as in\estigations of
sexual assault are confidential—
but still alerted the campus that
an incident has been reported
and is being investigated. Ruth
Frank-Holcomb '12 passed on
the Williams e-mail to the College community in a post on the
Community Digest of Civil Discourse entitled. "Williams Can
Do It . So Can We!"
However, the hate crime at
Williams, a public and anonymous act. does not incur the
same confidentiality clause
that sexual assault does. Also ,
the College Affairs Committee (CAC). in response to bias
incidents last spring, instated
a Bias Incident Report Protocol , institutionalizing the College 's response to hate crimes
such as what happened at Williams. The protocol includes
the assembly of a response
team, should an incident occur , to notify the community
and arrange for support such
as counseling meetings and

discussion fbrums.
Still , some students on the
Mill feel that the administration
has inadequately informed them
about recent issues concerning
sexual assault President William
"Bro" Adams ' e-mail response
to allegations against former Associate Professor ol l eonomics
Phil Brown last year has also
come up m campus conversation. The brief e-mail notification
in Januan. concerning Brown
simpl> stated dial "the resignation [of Professor Phil Brown] at
Colb y 's request is related to violation of student privacy.*"
One student .11 the comm u n i s forum expressed a
desire not for more detailed
or frequent n o t i f i c a t i o n s but
for a heartfelt response from
a senior administrator speaking out open!) to say that acts
of se\ual assault will not be
t o l e r a t e d on c a m p u s . An Official Notice Adams sent out
to the College community on
Nov 10 stated. "M\ lack of
prior comment lo the comm u n i s should not be taken as
indifference. These are deeply t r o u b l i n g a l l e g a t i o n s that
have far-reaching impacts on
our community
Adams ' e-mail also recognized that federal taw prohibits the College from giving

information concerning assault allegations. The necessary confidentiality in cases
of sexual assault makes the
nature of the
community notification
very
different
from
that of the hate
crime at Williams. Jim Kolesar , assistant to
the president for
public affairs at
Williams
College , said , "No
precise formula
can
perfectly
calibrate institutional responses
to
incidents.
Each is unique
in some way."
However ,
he
upheld that "reporting as much
as possible , as
soon as possible .
is in the best interest of campus community members. "
Such e-mail notifications
at Williams are typically sent
from senior administrators ,
and alumni and parents are
kept informed as well. "I think
the response by President Falk
of Williams was very commendable and appropriate ,"

Student Government Associa- resources, Maloney said.
and merely alert the campus
tion (SGA) Co-President LauTerhune commented on the to a report having been made
ra Maloney '12 said. "It was student requests for more fre- of an alleged crime , Terhune
expedient...articulate , clearly quent notifications, emphasizing commented that such a notiemphasizing the the necessity of confidentiality, fication would merely serve
community val- which is both required by law to raise rumors. "We always
ues at Williams and intended to protect both the have to take into considerand what is and victim and the alleged assailant ation the size of this campus,"
is not acceptable from prejudgment and from be- he said. The College does not
there...[and was ing ostracized by their peers. wish to provoke prejudgments
also] detailed. "
Community notifications are that might corrupt an ongoing
Maloney com- driven by safety, he said. The investigation. He also recogmended the Wil- College would make a state- nized the risk that should alliams e-mail, but ment to notify the community of legations become public and
also felt the Col- a danger on campus. However, compel anyone who might
lege administra- "in instances where we have a have come forward to stay sition has responded specific allegation and there are lent , it would be difficult to
as it should to identified survivors...and as- take any disciplinary action.
While the College is bound
recent
incidents sailants, we generally would not
on the Hill. "Wil- make a broad public statement to confidentiality by law, Terhune noted that these same laws
liams*
incident there," Terhune said.
was a public, in
Concerning the suggestion do not bind students. "They can
some ways anon- of sending out notifications speak," he said. "They usually
ymous,
posting that adhere to privacy laws choose not to."
aimed at a large
section of campus.
The sexual assault
-m
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1 ? 1 M, M
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campus....I think the Official Noand ™ hcr civd and
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tice [sent by Adams] was exactly
criminal offenses.
w hat the administration should,
and legally could, say." Also, the
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community forum was a demonstration of administrative support
and offered valuable information
regarding procedure and student
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Body TalkWeek

recovered from an eating disorder, I am interested and believe
we need to increase awareness." Besides being involved
The Take Back the Body with creating the week, DewdCampaign is currently presenting ney is also writing her honors
Body Talk Week. A coalition of thesis about body image among
students, including several Femi- students at the College.
The Take Back the Body Camnist Alliance members, created
this campaign and event in order paign is a result of the input of
to help make the community a many people, with an aim to fairly
represent the College commusafe space for body confidence.
nity and a range
One of the
of opinions. The
main events of the
events are focused
week is the Poston including evSecret style deeryone on campus
pictions of body
and making it a
images,
during
community-owned
which
students
event. Cassandra
can express their
Smith *15 said,
individual views
"Everybody—
of body image on
male or female—
postcards. Orgashould love their
nizers are tabling
body. This week
in Pulver Pavilion
just
emphasizes
and encouraging
that fact." Elizastudents to exbeth Brehman *15
press themselves
"Body
agreed.
through
poetry,
Talk Week is imartwork and more
Cassandra
Smith
portant because it
when decorating
Class of 2015
forces people to
the postcards. The
take notice of body
depictions
will
issues at camthen be displayed
in Pulver Pavilion. The purpose pus, even if they don 't attend the
of this activity is for students to events," she said.
The campaign has ideals in
share their personal body image
views, with the overall goal to common with the College's procreate more positive body views posed Gender and Sexuality Resource Program. These events
on campus.
Other events the campaign is are examples of the campus' inworking on are No Fat-Talk Week creased awareness of issues such
and No Girl-on-Girl Hate Day. as self-respect, mental health and
These events are designed to create making sure that everyone feels
a safer campus that addresses body secure in being themselves. Laura
confidence issues. The campaign Rosenthal '15 said, "I think behopes to expand and have more ing healthy and happy go hand
in hand and these discussions are
events in the future.
Student Gender and Sexu- encouraging both."
Dewdney remained positive
ality Resource Officer Berol
Dewdney '13, one of the lead- about the College's chance at sucers of the week , explained her ceeding in altering campus atti"I' ve
involvement.
always tudes. "It's really encouraging to see
wanted to focus on these issues people talking about all these issues,
academically and outside of ac- because that's the first step towards
ademics. As someone who has really making a change," she said.
By SARAH BARRESE
NEWS STAFF
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Everybody—
male or
female—
should love
their body.
This week
just
emphasizes
that fact .

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
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Lapan, Levinespread holidaycheer SGA on safety
Responding
to sexual
assault,
night safety

Toydrive
bringsjoyto
localfamilies
By ESTHER KING
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

This year 's "1,001 Smiles
Toy Drive" started on Monday, Nov. 28, and is coorganized by the College 's
Student Post Office Supervisor Allen Lapan and College
Bookstore
Merchandising
Clerk Carole Levine , who
have made it their personal
mission to ensure that every
child in the Waterville, Skowhegan and Augusta area have
at least one gift to unwrap on
Christmas morning.
"It first started with my
church in 1996 ," Lapan said.
"The goal was to collect
1,001 toys but it was a small
church so we tapped into the
Colby network because we
knew that Colby students do
a lot of great things in the
community and would want
to get involved. "
N i c k n a m e d "Santa " and
"Mrs. Claus ," Lapan and
Levine raise funds for the
toy drive t h r o u g h o u t the
year b y collecting used
books from faculty, students and staff to sell them
on Amazon.com. Lapan and
Levine also rely on donations of new or "p r e v i o u s l y
loved" toys , Lapan said.
Students leave the toys in
the donation boxes set up at
the Student Post Office and
the in College Bookstore.
The
Kennebec
Valley
Community Action Program
(KVCAP) distributes the donations to families in need.
"We serve not only the
child , but the family, too ,"
Lapan said. "It 's devastating to wake up and not
have anything to unwrap. It
makes you feel unloved; upsets your whole belief system. But it 's equally devastating to not be able to give
your child a present. "

By SARAH BARRESE
NEWS STAFF
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Carole Levine and Allen Lapan stand with some of the toy donations they have received so f a r this year
"[Levine] and I both
Money that is donated too support of both the students
late to purchase a toy is used and the administration is grew up w i t h less t h a n most
kids have and that 's been
to buy a Christmas meal for overwhelming at times."
Most toys aren 't big or the c a t a l y s t for all t h i s , "
families who can 't typically
e x p e n s i v e , and Lapan said.
afford one or
not all are new .
Thus
far , Lapan
and
to buy gifts for
The most com- Levine
have
collected
adults to give
$2
mon
donations
,000
in
money
donations
away as thank
are
c o l o r i n g from their used-book sales
you gifts.
books and play online this year and are hop"It can be
doug h ,
al- ing to be able to collect a
embarrassing
t h o u g h Lapan record number of toys. "The
when you rer e m e m b e r s re- moment when students drop
ceive a gift and
c e i v i n g a used off toys is so emotional for
can 't reciprobike from a lo- me ," Lapan said.
cate , so we like
Members of the College
cal family one
to be able to
c o m m u n i t y can drop off
year.
give people the
Levine
be- toys at the Colby Bookstore
chance to have
came involved or the Student Post Office
something
to
with
the toy through Dec. 22. Cash dogive in return ,"
drive as soon as nations are also welcome ,
Lapan said.
she arrived at the as Santa and Mrs. Claus are
The toy drive
collected about
Carole Levine College in 2000 more than happy to do the
Christmas shopping.
800 toys its first
College Bookstore and has hel ped
"We get funny looks when
collect
year, but last
Merchandising Clerk Lapan
donations
and we fill some eight or nine
year it surpassed
shopping
carts full of toys ,"
shop for toys
its goal and doever since.
Lapan said with a smile.
nated 1,600 toys.
"It 's touching to see people "It 's great to be able to overLapan and Levine 's efforts received national acknowledg- be so generous when we all whelm [KVCAP] with the
ment in 2009 with a letter from are going through difficult . number of toys. It 's never
quite enough , of course , but
economic times ," she said.
President Barack Obama.
Although the Toy Drive is we do what we can. I love
"I' ve had great feedback
from the agencies—they 're a serious time commitment , imagining the joy of these
overwhelmed with the num- both Lapan and Levine are kids when they wake up on
ber of toys. People have had dedicated to raising money Christmas morning with a
to come by in trucks to pick and distributing toys year toy—nothing is more important than that smile. "
them up, " Lapan said. "The after year.

It's touching to
see people
be so
generous
when we
all are
going through
difficult
economic
times.

CVC panel addresses homelessness
Stories reveal
challenges
homeless
Mainers f aced
From HOMELESS , Page 1

She told the story of a
16-year-old who came to her
last winter before Christmas. Her mother had just
passed away and she never

knew her biological father.
During this time , she found
out she was pregnant and her
boyfriend was going to jail.
She had been living with her
older sister , who turned out
not to be her legal guardian.
Simpson worked with her
to locate heT biological father—they found him , but he
had passed away a week earlier. Meanwhile , the girl and
her sister got into a fight and
her sister kicked her out.

Simpson worked with her
to find places to stay the
night
couch-surfing, but
they were not always successful. During four winter
months , it was touch and go
whether or not she would
sleep on the street each
night , but eventually Simpson helped her to get emancipated by the State.
"Homelessness—I call it
the logistical diagnosis," Viet
said. "It has this impact of

symptoms that you can 't follow through on anything if you
keep moving. And not because
peop le are lazy or anything; it
just becomes very challenging because you can 't receive
mail at your new address. ..
you don 't have an alarm clock
at your new address, you don 't
know how to get to school from
your new address. The impact
of moving around so much really undoes any other plan you
intend to do," he said.

Students lead talks on men, masculinity
linity and to encourage them
By CHARLOTTEWIESENBERG to develop resistance to
NEWS STAFF
common stereotypes about
men.
Furthermore ,
stuOn Sunday, Nov. 13 , stu- dents must use their experidents from Professor and ence from leading the boys
Director of Education Mark groups to lead a discusTappan 's Boys to Men class— sion , Colby Conversations
WG217—led
conversations On Men and Masculinity
open to the entire campus (CCOMM), w i t h their peers
about men and masculinity. at the College. Tappan modWG217 students were divided eled these conversations off
into co-ed pairs and each pair of Social Class Awareness
was responsible for leading a Week and Colby Conversations on Race (CCOR).
discussion with their peers.
The Nov. 13 conversaTappan has taught the
course since 2004. He mod- tions took place simultaneeled the class on the Educa- ously in 12 residence halls
tion Department 's course , around campus. "It was imWomen , Girls and the Cul- portant to me that CCOMM
ture of Education. At the happened in residence hails
t i m e , students taking that because it gives students the
course were required to opportunity to integrate acameet weekly with a group of demic life and residential
m i d d l e school girls and fa- life ," Tappan said.
The conversations hapcilitate a conversation about
issues they might be facing. pened at a time when much
Likewise , students enrolled of the campus community
in WG217 are required to was already engaged in a
meet weekly with a group discussion on sexual assault ,
of m i d d l e school boys to get but Tappan said that this was
them t h i n k i n g about mascu- just a coincidence , as the

CCOMM conversations had
been scheduled at the beginning of the semester.
"Every semester, something
comes up that has to do with
the class. Fall 2004 was the
semester when a young woman from Colby was abducted ,"
Tappan said. "Of course , this
was an extreme example.
Most often , we have seen
events that are not as serious," he said. "But there is always some sort of discussion
of gender issues happening on
campus ," he said.
Still , students were not required to talk about sexual
assault. "I wanted to leave
it open to the students to decide what they wanted to talk
about ," Tappan said. "But
sexual assault did come up
[during the conversations]. "
Veronica Foster '12 , a student in WG217 , noted that
sexual assault came up in
her CCOMM event. "I was
especiall y glad to hear input from first-years and from
women who have experienced sexual harassment or

assault firsthand , because I
think that those are voices
that are sometimes missing
in our campus discussions ,"
she said.
As part of their final paper ,
WG217 students will be required to reflect on how they
think the conversations went.
"Of course , the conversations
were meant to help the students solidify what they 've
learned by leading discussions. However, the primary
goal was for them to contribute to the conversation ," Tappan said.
Foster believes CCOMM
was important for all students. "I think the CCOMM
conversations were a much
needed opportunity for a
diverse group of people to
share how they were feeling
about important campus issues ," she said.
Tappan was very grateful to Assistant Director of
Campus Life Katrina Danby
and the Community Advisers
for their help with scheduling the conversations.

Responding to the tension on
campus in recent weeks, the Student Government Association
(SGA) addressed various ways to
make students on the Hill safer at
its Nov. 20 meeting.
The community forum on
Tuesday, Nov. 15, inspired
three new policies for the SGA
agenda- Since the forum , the
SGA website has been updated
to include links to resources
for victims. SGA is also working with Grey Benjamin *14,
Student Gender and Sexuality
Resource Officer Berol Dewdney '13, Male Athletes Against
Violence (MAAV) President
Eric Barthold '12 and Student
Health on Campus (SHOC)
Co-President Sarah Falkof '12
to create a wallet-sized card
detailing sexual assault victim
information "that students can
carry to have contact numbers
and some tips," SGA Co-President Justin Rouse '12 said.
Another "long-term goal [is]
working with the senior leadership committee" to educate students about pursuing a healthier hook-up culture on campus,
Rouse said.
Discussion on keeping students safe extended beyond the
issue of sexual assault. Junior
Class Co-President Erika Hinman '13 moved to have Campus Life purchase reflective
vests that would be available
to students at the Information Desk in Pulver Pavilion .
Her concern was that , with
the number of daylight hours
shrinking, the visibility issue
of students running created a
safety hazard for both runners
and motorists. A number of
Waterville residents have also
issued complaints. Hinman
said the vests "could help solve
the animosity between Waterville and Colby students." The

motion was largely supported ,
and , with the amendment of
having the vests available at
the Athletic Center, passed.
Hinman made another motion to have the Academic Affairs Committee specifically
encourage professors to hold
more classes on Friday mornings but end them by noon to
enable easier weekend traveling for students and professors
alike. SGA Co-President Laura
Maloney '12 specified that the
policy "would be to encourage [professors] to change their
times , but it would not apply to
the science departments." The
SGA Executive Board voted to
break the roll call tie , and the
motion passed.
Treworgy Dorm President
Lori Ayanian *14 recommended that the Student Security
Advisory Committee advise
Security to have more student
parking available in the Roberts Lot , specifically by allowing resident students to use
commuter parking. She referenced an SGA survey, in which
"most people said they felt that
they didn 't have adequate information about student parking. " Off-campus Representative Emma Suojanen '12 said ,
"As a commuter, I can say
that it 's very difficult to find
a spot to park if you 're not
here before 9 [a.m.]. I think
the problem is more of an
education thing . People don 't
know where they 're allowed
to park. " Though the motion
did not pass. Rouse assured
members that "because of the
survey results , the educational
component of where students
can park will be addressed. "
Senior Class Co-President
Tracey Tomlinson ' 12 described her efforts in working
with Athletic Trainer Dawn
Strout to set aside an hour
every few weeks in which
the gym would be open only
to women. A separate hour
would be established for menonly use, and the program
would be geared toward nonathletes , who might find the
gym atmosphere intimidating.
Looking ahead, Publicity
Chair Raymond Rieling '12 announced plans to begin heavier
publicity campaigning for the
establishment of a Gender and
Sexuality Resource Center after Thanksgiving break.

Psychstudentsblog
By CHRISTINADAMON
NEWS STAFF

Each year, Assistant Professor of Psychology Melissa
Glenn , who currently leads
a seminar in psychology and
neuroscience , travels to the
annual meeting of Society for
Neuroscience. This year, four
students—John Gardner * 12 ,
Kristen Erickson '12 , Derek
Wise '12 and Chelsea Nickerson '13—accompanied her.
These students worked with
Glenn this summer studying the
effect of choline on cognitive
memory in adult and adolescent
rats. In addition to presenting
their research, they were selected
to contribute as one of 10 blogs
to write about their findings and
experiences at the annual meeting. They were the only undergraduates selected in the nation.
The meeting began in Washington, D.C. on Nov. 12 and
spanned the course of five days.
The students were overwhelmed
by the 30,000 attendants, which
included both U.S. citizens and
delegates from of various countries around the world.
Gardner said that the initial
objective was "to attend lectures of subjects with which
you were familiar to deepen
your understanding. " This
mindset changed after "being exposed to so much in
one place that you would not
have been otherwise ," he said.
"There was a surp lus of nitpickey details concerning new
material. " The students sought
out new topics to fill certain
gaps and expand their breadth

of knowledge. The vast scope
of information they received
appeared throughout their various blog entries. As Nickerson explained , "The blog probably has a much wider range
of readers than the other websites , including many people
outside of the academic and
science realms. "
The Society for Neuroscience
attributes to the wide spectrum
of readers in allowing the blog.
Student Undergraduate Neurobloggers (SUN), a free range
of topics in order to encourage
young people to contribute their
research, Erickson said. The enthusiasm that emerges from the
blog accomplishes this goal.
The four students were able to
explore the different areas in
which they were interested.
"This opportunity really is the
purpose of education, to promote
the love of learning rather than the
need," Gamer said. "You will ultimately learn more in having such
free range."
Within this blog, the four students discussed issues ranging
from ethical and meritorious studies to discoveries concerning filtering mechanisms. They did this
with emitting a sense of lightheartedness, demonstrated by references to KeSha, Monty Python,
Cosmopolitan and, in one post,
an Old Spice commercial. Blog
post titles included: "Swan dive!
Into the night of your life," "Hungover? How about a nice plate of
salmon" and "A little advice for
midterm week."
The student neurobloggers
found this experience to be very
rewarding and are continuing their
work with Glenn this semester.

Students launch Colby Culinary Society
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

As students pile their plates
with food in the dining halls, ifs
clear thai we have a love of food
here on ihc Hill. But this semester, members of the newly formed
Colby Culinary Society (CCS) are
taking their love of food to the
next level.
"'CCS is a club that uses food
as a vehicle to explore the flav ors and traditions of different
cultures. We strive to learn about
tood h> exploring various cooking
techniques and ingredients," Cofounder Sarma Stiohl '14 said.
"Creating a social consciousness
regarding food production and
supporting local food production
are two Lev goals of CCS."
However, the club does much
more than just talk about food.
"Additionally, the club hopes to
revive the deflating art of "mealtime ' b\ sitting together and eating
the food we producefollowing our
cooking sessions." Strohl said.
Co-Founder Simran Jaising "12
and Strohl created the club this semester after discov ering their mutual love for food. Jaising taught a
cookingclass during the JanPlan of
her sophomore year; the success of
that class motivated her to continue
sharing with others her passion for
cooking and enjoying food.
"Because Colby is such a small
campus, we were both informed of
each other 's love for cooking, and
\\ e met to try and create something
together—CCS is the lovechild of
Simian 's technical interest in the
science ol cooking and my anthropological approach to cooking as
an allegory for a culture 's general
framew ork ."" Strohl said.
Currently. CCS meets on Sundays from 4 pjn. to 7 p.m. in the

Pugh Center kitchen. The 15 active members exchange their
Sunday meal credit for cooking
ingredients, provided by Dining
Services. "Anything unique or
special that Dining Services cannot arrange, we purchase online or
in town," Jaising said.
CCS does more than simply
cook during its Sunday meetings.
"A typical Sunday would have
a theme," Jaising said. "So far,
we have made a locally sourced
meal with the Colby Organic

CCS is a club
that uses
food as a
vehicle to
explore the
flavors and
traditions
of different
cultures.
Sarina Strohl '14
CCS Co-Founder

Farmers and Gardeners Association (COFGA) in which we used
Colby-grown beets, kale, Swiss
chard, cauliflower and cabbage to
make a grand feast. We prepared
the food with COFGA members
and discussed their club and sustainable efforts while dining on
roasted cauliflower soup with Parmesan kale chips, sniffed cabbage
rolls, garlic Swiss chard and bacon
and honey balsamic reduced beets

with goat cheese panna cotta."
Other CCS meal themes have
included Indian-Chinese fusion
food, to account for food served
at the border of India, China and
Nepal, as well as meals featuring
comfort foods such as caramelized
onion and bacon phyllo pizzas and
mushroom-medley phyllo pizzas.
"We construct menus that allow us to talk about related issues
while we eat," Jaising said. "For
example, during the Indian-Chinese meal, Sanna sent out anthropological writings which explored
the culinary traditions in the temples of Tibet."
CCS members would not be
improving their culinary skills and
dining like kings afterward if it was
not for the dedication Jaising and
Strohl put forth at the beginning of
this year to make it all happen.
"After we had outlined our
ideas together, we had a table at the
club fair and spoke with Associate
Dean of Students Tashia Bradley,
Associate Director of Dining Services Joe Klaus, Director of Dining Services Firouz Khaksar and
Production Manager and Head
Chef Wendy Benney. Meeting
with them allowed us to plan some
great joint efforts for CCS and the
broader culinary society that exists
at Colby," Strohl said.
While the club fair helped draw
in initial recruits, word of mouth
has really worked in the duo 's favor. "Although ideally we would
have loved to include everyone,
with food endeavors, funding is
a reality which limited our club's
membership abilities. Now, each
meeting is a sort of advertising mechanism within itself. We
constantly have people pop into
the kitchen during the meetings
to inquire about our meal. In that
way, we are already succeeding
in creating community around the

"

food," Strohl said.
Jaising 's passion for food extends beyond the weekly threehour meetings as well. "I've been
interested in food ever since 1 can
remember," she recalls. From
playing with dough as a young
child to presiding her cooking
club in high school, she has always found pleasure in cooking.
"Cooking is the way I express
myself," she said.
Her upbringing probably has
something to do with that. She
says her mother is a foodie who
was always collecting recipes at
the library and recording cooking
shows on television. Additionally,
growing up in the densely populated immigrant neighborhood of Elmhurst. Queens in New York City,
she seems to have been destined to
be a chef. Flavors from Vietnam,
Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Thai-

land, India, Bangladesh, Pakistan
and Tibet were available to her as
she grew up. Living in such a "culinary hotspot," Jaising said, "you
just have to know where to find
these treasures, and as a local, that
was never a problem."
Jaising intends to continue to
pursue her dream after she graduates from the Hill in the spring.
"1 hope to pursue a career in the
food industry. I hope to eventually attend culinary school in New
York and maybe [earn] a master's
degree in food studies," she said.
"There is such a plethora of options, [from] recipe developing
for food media and test kitchens to
working in restaurants in a variety
of cuisines. I'm carving my way,
talking to who I can, trying to find
where I want to start."
That doesn't mean she isn 't
getting a head start. Jaising is cur-
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rently getting kitchen experience
in Roberts Dining Hall, under
Benney's supervision. Ultimately,
her goal is to "create spaces and
creatively use food as art to make
people aware of various issues
plaguing our society," Jaising said.
And while CCS doesn't always
get to operate in the best conditions—with an inefficient oven
and non-existent appliances, for
starters—the two have high hopes
for the future of the club. "I wanted to be part of a community that
loves to cook, eat and talk about
food, and I think CCS has successfully stumbled upon that."
"The response has been wonderful," Strohl added. "We have such
a great group of kids involved.. ..I
learn new things from them each
time we meet. I don 't think we
could have asked for a better group
of students to work with."

PPD responds to vandalism
By CHARLOTTE WIESENBERG
NEWS STAFF

With
vandalism
charges
amounting to $13 ,800 (approximately SI 42 dollars per resident)
in the Alfond Apartments alone,
hall vandalism has once again
become a heated topic of discussion on campus. Students and
faculty have openly expressed
distress about the amount of vandalism committed campus. Few,
however, have considered how
the Physical Plant Department
(PPD) and the employees, who
are called in to fix the damage,
feel about the issue.
Director of the Physical Plant
Patricia Whitney estimates that
PPD staff spends between 15
and 20 hours a week clearing
hall vandalism. This can include
cleaning party messes, rewiring
exit signs, replacing fire extinguishers, putting away furniture
from common rooms, etc.
. "The time the staff spends on
this kind of stuff is time they
could be spending fixing the heating in your room or cleaning the
common rooms," Whitney said.
"Although few custodians
would admit to students that it
is frustrating to have to clean up
party messes, most would admit
that it is discouraging," one custodian said.
Whitney understands that some
damage is bound to occur. She

explained that broken soap dispensers are a common problem in
dorms, but PPD is more concerned
with vandalism that interferes
with student safety. For example,
students have been known to tear
down exit signs and steal fire extinguishers. "Now,
what happens if
there is a fire?"
Whitney asked.
A campus electrician holds a
similar sentiment.
"You rewire one
exit sign only to
find out there are
four more to rewire in the same
dorm.
Cleaning
up vomit isn't fun,
but we expect to
have to do that because we work at a
college. We don't
understand why
students steal exit
signs," he said.
In fact, Whitney says that the
number of exit signs stolen each
weekend has reached new highs
this year. She referred to one
weekend when at least 11 exit
signs were torn down across campus. "We may not have 11 spare
exit signs sitting in our stock
room. This becomes a real issue."
Even students admit that stealing exit signs has become a "trend"
this year. "I guess it's just badass

to have one," Eliza Appleton ' 13
said. "It 's kind of like stealing
street signs. There's no real point.
It's just considered 'cool.*"
Many students may not realize
that stealing exit signs is not only
giving the PPD staff more work
to do, but it also
interferes
with
safety
people 's
in their residence
halls. "If there is
a fire in the middle of the night,
you need to know
how to get out of
a building. It 's for
your own sake,"
Whitney said.
When it comes
to charging students for hall vandalism, there is a
list of set prices.
But, as Whitney
explained,
charging is not
an exact science.
The charge for a
broken soap dispenser, for example, depends on
whether PPD can fix the existing
dispenser or whether they need to
buy a new one and assemble it.
PPD and the Office of Campus
Life mutually agree on charges
for things like party messes, vomit and safety issues, Whitney explained. "Campus Life is harder
on safety issues because they are
such serious issues," she said.

Stealing
exit signs
is not only
giving the
PPD staff
more work
to do, but
it also
interferes
with people's
safety.

While students may find a few
fines inconvenient at the end of
the semester, the residence hall
custodians are the ones who are
faced with the task of cleaning
up after students.
"Some people ask why we
don't just make students clean up
their own vomit, but we're not
going to ask students to clean it
up because of the safety hazard,"
Whitney said. Vomit is classified
as a safety hazard because it may
contain bloodborne pathogens or
microorganisms that could carry
disease. Because this is a real
safety concern, custodians must
take extra precautions when
dealing with vomit.
The issue of vomit clean-up
pales in comparison to many of
the other horrific problems that
PPD has dealt with over the
years. According to Whitney,
about 10 years ago, PPD had to
shut down an elevator in a dorm
because students were using it
as a urinal every weekend. "We
once even had a case of a student
defecating in the library," Whitney said.
Whitney encourages students
to remember, "These [custodians] are human beings; some are
the age of your grandparents."
Additionally, "Custodians come
wanting to make the dorm a
wonderful place to live," Whitney said. "They can 't do this if
they're busy scraping peanut
butter off the walls."

Active Minds members attend National
Mental Health Conference in Maryland

COURTESY OF EMILY BARH

Elite Linden '14 (left) and Emily Barr '13 promote mental health awareness on campus through Active Minds.
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

As college students, it's normal
to feel stressed out every once in
a while. As papers, presentations
and exams endlessly pile up on
our plates, our nerves are bound
to get shot, and anxiety is destined to arise. But not all mental
health problems can or should
be chalked up to our student status. Sometimes these emotions
are a warning sign of something
deeper, of something that won 't
go away when that economics
problem set is done or that British
literature paper is written.
Active Minds, a student group
here at the College, aims to educate students about mental health.
"Active Minds is the only organization working to utilize the
student voice to change the conversation about mental health on
college campuses....The organization works to increase students' awareness of mental health
issues, provide information and
resources regarding mental health
and mental illness, encourage
students to seek help as soon as
it is needed and serve as liaison
between students and the menial
health community," according to
the Active Minds website.
The program was originally
formed in 200 1 at the University of Pennsylvania. Allison
Malmon, a student at the university, sought to change the stigma
among young people on mental
health following her brother 's

suicide. After two years as a campus organization, Active Minds
was established as a national
nonprofit organization. There are
currently 370 chapters across the
United States and Canada that
work to change the conversation
surrounding mental health.
Abigail Meyers '11 broughl
Active Minds to the Hill in 2009
after learning about the program
at another school. "Having a mental illness is not something to be
ashamed or embarrassed about,"
Meyers said in a previous interview with the Echo.
Emily Barr '13 is the current president of Colby's Active
Minds chapter, as well as a board
member of Student Health On
Campus (SHOC). "My goal at
Colby is to create a campus where
students feel encouraged to speak
openly about mental health and
seek help," Barr said.
An organization on campus
that was virtually unheard of,
even as recently as two years ago.
Active Minds has already made
great strides in creating a notable
presence at the College. The program's first major event on campus was in November 2009, when
Active Minds shared the stories
of students on the Hill who have
suffered from a mental illness
during an event called "Narratives on Mental Health."
This past October, Active Minds
participated in National Day Without Stigma. "We gave out pencils
that said 'Erase the Mental Health
Stigma. Be Mindful' as a way to
erase the stigma that prevents in-

dividuals with mental illness from
seeking help," Barr said.
Active Minds also sponsored
First-Year Wellness Seminar
speaker, Melissa Ann Hopely, to
come to die Hill to discuss her
own battle with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) and depression and her road to recovery.
Two members of Colby's chapter of Active Minds, Barr and Ellie Linden '14, recently traveled
to the University of Maryland,
College Park to attend Active
Minds' eighth annual National
Mental Health Conference.
"In September, 1 asked Patricia
Newmen, the head of the counseling center at Colby, if she thought
it would be possible for Active
Minds to get funding to attend,"
Barr said. The two were able to
get their flight and hotel room
funded by the College, and the
Student Government Association
(SGA) provided funding for admission tickets.
"We were the first Colby students to attend the conference,
and we want to thank the Colby
community for making it possible," Barr continued.
Both Barr and Linden left the
conference with a strong drive to
increase the presence of the group
on campus.
"The conference had a lot of
great speakers who talked about
their personal experiences with
mental health disorders, and it
gave us an opportunity to talk to
a lot of the other Active Minds
chapters in the country to hear
different events they had done .

what worked and what didn't
work and how they made thenevent an effective way to talk to
their campuses," Linden said.
In total , over 500 people
from across the country attended the conference. On the first
day, the pair attended a regional
brainstorming and discussion
with other North Eastern collegiate chapters.
"We discussed what it means to
be an advocate on an individual,
chapter and institutional level,"
Barr said. "As an individual, (one
should] be a listener. As a chapter, we must erase the stigma surrounding mental health. And, as
an institution, the fact that Colby
was willing to fund our trip shows
that the College is interested in
continuing the conversation surrounding mental health."
Barr and Linden also attended
a performance by award-winning singer and songwriter Meg
Hutchinson, who sang about her
struggle with bipolar disorder
for nine years and the highs and
lows she experienced throughout
her life.
"The performance was very
powerful , and it may be a good
idea to educate Colby students on
mental health by bringing in musicians," Barr said.
Both students were new faces
at the conference and are hoping
that Colby students will continue
to attend in the future. "Since our
program at Colby is new, my role
was mostly to listen to the different ideas and experiences that
other groups around the country
had done. I came away with a
lot of different ideas, from a full
'Stress-Out Day' to smaller activities on campus that could be
done as easily at a table in Pulver
Pavilion," Linden said.
For now, the two will continue
to expand both the group and the
extent of its programming. Future
p lans include an "I Matter" campaign in Pulver from Nov. 30 to
Dec. 2. "The idea is that the time
before finals can be stressful for
everyone, so it is important to
take time out for yourself," Barr
said. Active Minds will be distributing stickers that say "I Matter"
as part of the campaign.
"1 can see Active Minds being
a very effective way to help the
campus talk about mental health
issues openly," Linden concluded. "It can be a way to relieve
stress among the student body,
help people to know it 's OK to get
help and provide many other services that would make the student
body happier overall."
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Shapiro explores
Infinity and beyond

CHRIS HODEIVTHE COLBY ECHO

Shap iro, a Toy Story f a n. cites Buzz Lightyear as her personal hero.

In the upcoming months, students can also expect to see advertisements for the winter deCO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
cathlon, a new event hosted by
the COC. "We want to have all
Buffalo Grove, III. native these winter sports activities...
Hannah Shapiro *12 is set to and hot-chocolate chugging.
graduate this year, though she Well, maybe lukewarm hothas only spent four semesters at chocolate chugging—we don 't
the College. Hannah transferred want anyone to get burned," she
from Boston University (BU) as said, smiling.
Hannah capitalized on her
a sophomore for both social and
environmental reasons. "At Col- passion for the outdoors last
by, you sit down in a class and spring when she studied abroad
people start talking to you," she in Quito, Ecuador—a city she
said. "But at BU , people weren 't described as, "scary, disgusting
that friendly. "
and not architecturally beauHannah's love of nature-was tiful." The abroad program 's
also an important factor in her online information was out-ofdecision to move to Maine. Now date, so instead of undertaking
she is able to go hiking, camp- an independent study in Ecuaing and rafting in her free time , dor as she had planned, Hannah
whereas in Boston, opportunities took classes at a local university.
for outdoor activities were limited. Whenever the opportunity arose
At BU , Hannah had de- to escape the city, she seized it.
clared broadcast journalism "I went on a lot of hikes and
as her major, though she was rafting trips." Hannah said. "I
unsure whether she wanted to got a lot of " playtime " in, so it
enter that field upon gradu- all worked out."
ation. Her doubts about her
When she is not exploring the
studies also encouraged her to outdoors both in America and
transfer because , as she put it , abroad , Hannah is adding to her
"I wanted a broad education. impressive collection of Buzz
I thought , if I don 't like jour- Lightyear accessories. Although
nalism , I' ve got
she 's been watchnothing
else."
ing Toy Story
After
arriving
since childhood,
on the Hill , Hanshe only became
attached to Buzz
nah quickly deafter Toy Story 3's
cided to major
in English with a
premiere. "He's
concentration in
the ultimate sucreative writing,
perhero
His
whole point is to
and she appreciates the liberal
go to Infinity and
beyond to purarts
education
she receives at
sue everything.
the College.
He 's always on
an
adventure
She
wasted
and looking out
no time getting
involved
for his friends,"
Hannah said.
-on
campus.
Hannah joined
"It 's
funny,
Hillel in order
though," she conto become actinued , "because
Hannah Shapiro when I think
quainted
with
Class of 2012
the Jewish comabout the type
of person I am ,
munity, and she
I'm probably a
took charge of
the club' s pubWoody personality
because...I'
m very attached
licity for a few semesters.
"Nowadays, 1 try to take a to fond memories like he is. But
step back because you've got Buzz just comes in and represents
to let the new people rise up, " the future," which was enough to
she said, though she still attends trigger Hannah's obsession.
When Hannah misplaced her
meetings, helps make decisions
and cleans up after the club's hand-painted glasses from Israel
weekly dinners. Hillel recently a few weeks ago, she bought a
finished a successful canned- new pair with purple and lime
food drive for the Mid-Maine green swirls on the sides as a
Homeless Shelter, and Hannah tribute to her Toy Story hero.
was an integral part of the col- She also has acquired both a
Buzz Lightyear water bottle and
lection process.
This year, Hannah has dedi- a flashli ght, with which she encated most of her free time to joys annoying her friends when
improving the Colby Outing they are doing homework in
Club (COC), which is one of the library.
her primary duties as the orgaHannah has a similar playful
nization 's co-president. With and carefree approach to conthe help of Professor of Eng- sidering her life after college.
lish David Suchoff, the club has When her family members inbeen developing the fly fishing quire about her future during
program this semester. Perhaps this holiday season, she plans to
the COC's biggest achievement, respond , "I' m going to get vethowever, was being approved to ted for vice president of the Recreate a white-water rafting pro- publican platform—just to freak
gram. "For years, we 've been them out."
holding roll clinics," Hannah
"I'll just come up with ranexplained , "but now we can of- dom things when people ask ,
ficially get people on the trips " usuall y appropriated to who is
after they train students as trip asking, just to see their reacleaders. "We plan to start pad- tions. And then...I don 't know.
dling in the spring."
I'll figure it out. "
By COURTNEY YEAGER

I wanted a
broad
education.
I thought ,
if I don 't
like
journalism ,
I've got
nothing
else.

IN MEMORIAM:
7
DERRIK FLAHIVE 13

Mourning Derrik
activities that promote education,
self-sufficiency, health and wellness. The emphasis is on international projects and third world
countries, especially Africa," as
noted on the Foundation's website.
Flahive traveled to Tanzania in
2005 and 2010 and to Zambia in
2007. Accordingto the website, **His
travels...provide[d] him the opportunity to establish relationships with
village school children and safari
camp staff.He assisted with the Zambian water well preserve restoration
and school desk projects."
A memorial service will be held
on campus in his honor on Saturday,
Dec. 3 at 11 a.m. in Lorimer Chapel.
Flahive's family has selected the
charity jSin Represas! (No Dams!)
for those wishing to donate in his
honor. ;Sin Represas! seeks to stop
an international energy company
from plans to build five hydroelectric
dams in the rivers of the Chilean Patagonia The website is http^Avww.
sinrepresas.com/.
Flahive, who hails from Littleton,
Colo, graduatedin 2009 from the Kent
DenverSchool in Englewood, Colo.

By ALLISON EHRENREICH
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The College community is still
mourning the death of Derrik Flahive '13, who passedaway on Tuesday,Nov. 15, 2011, in Chile, where
he was studying abroad for the tall
semester.He died in a tragic drowning accidentafter jumping about 30
feet into the Petrohue waterfall in
{he beautiful VicentePerez Rosales
National Park. He was with his fellow exchange student, Samuel Edward, who was injured but survived.
A global studies major, Colby
Cares About Kids mentor, varsity
lacrosse player and avid drummer,
Flahive is remembered fondly for
his exuberant smile and love of
life by people from all walks in the
Colby community.
He has left behind a loving
family—his father Roger, mother
(Catherine and older sisters, Megan
and Shannon.
His parents run the Flahive
Family Foundation with the goal
"to enhance the quality of life of
people all over the world through

COURTESY OF ERIK BAISH

Dcrrtk spent last JanPlan with students from the Hill in China, one of many p laces he has visited as he pursued his love of traveling.
In (he past . Derrik has also its/red Tanzania and Zambia, where he worked with both village school children and camp staff
1 met Dernk before classes
even started freshman year in
our Spanish placement exam.
He was sitting at a desk adjacent to mine. No one was really talking in the room before
the test was passed out. but as
1 sat down. Derrik introduced
himself to me, and we had a
quick conversation before the
test. You could really feel his
energy—it was positive, curious and ambitious. 1 knew right
away that he would be one of
my new friends during my first
year at Colby.
I had the chance to share many
spectacularly wild experiences
with Derrik.
A fond memory I have of
Derrik was driving to the Portland airport together for winter break. He baked a batch of
brownies for the ride , and we
had a blast Specifically. I remember us jamming out to a live
version of the song "Zebra " by
John Butler. Derrik really knew
how to jam . We were screaming the lyrics at the top of our
lungs, dancing in our seats and
banging on the dashboard. He
just knew how to have a jolly
time. Nothing ever stopped him
from enjoying himself. He had
a great attitude and an ability to

find joy in what ever he was doing, and the best part was that it
was really infectious.
It 's such a shame that he died
so young, but one thing that

Derrik really
knew how to
jam. We were
screaming
the lyrics at
the top of
our lungs,
dancing in
our seats and
banging on
the dashboard.
Johnny Schroeder

Class of 2013

brings me to peace on the matter
is that I know that he found joy
in every experience had. Nothing could stop him from having

a good time. His life may have
been "short " when measured in
years, but he was old and wise
when measured in experience,
energy and attitude. He wanted
to experience everything he
possibly could, and he would
approach everything with an
open mind so that he could truly
understand things and gain perspective on life.
He lived large. He made the
most out of everything.
Derrik was an awesome friend
to me. He really was just the man.
I will forever feel his absence.
And I will always miss him. He
was truly a self-defined, individual man. His life should be celebrated. It 's what he would want.
He would never be able to stand
all the sadness that his death has
brought about.
Be happy in honor of Derrik.
Live large in honor of Derrik.
Experience everything you can
in honor of Derrik.
Smile in honor of Derrik.
Remember the good times and
smile. That's all he would want—
just for everyone to find true joy
in life, as he did.
-Johnny Schroeder
Class of 2013

From Roger Flahive
He and I
were not
father and
son—we
were first
the best of
mates.
Roger Flahive
Derrik's Father

clue of their ilk, the group 's nickname is the "Mutants." Derrik
loved being with them and asked
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where on earth would he find
like-minded soulmates his age.
In Chile, he did, and his name is
Sam. Sam was with Dernk when
he died , and the accident has left
a deep scar.
Scars make men, and unfortunately death is an all-too-familiar
component to this life of adventure
that made Derrik breathe deeply
and enjoy each day.
His spiritual dimension was
very deep and his compassion
for others palpable. He knew so
many people because they were
all worthy of respect and time in
his eyes. You can well imagine
the hole left by a son so special.
I look forward to meeting his
many friends and crying with
them as I do now.

tive years were spent in the presence of my friends. To give you a

There are so many memories that I cannot begin to
outline them for you. He and
I were not father and son—we
were first the best of mates.
We have spent months together, 24 hours a day, sharing tents , lodges , trails , slopes
and other experiences. Every meal. Every moment. We
hiked , climbed , skied, hunted ,
biked—all the things a father
would wish to do with his son.
Many boys and young men are
not of the fabric to absorb and
enjoy a life filled with adventure , yet Derrik was the type.
The last thing Derrik wanted to do was sit around and
watch TV.
He not only enjoyed adventure, but he made it his own—
not his father 's, not his father 's
friends '. Most of Derrik's forma-
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COURTESY OF JOHNNY SCHROEOER

Derrik Kai McElrov '13 (middle) and Johnny Schroeder '13 enjoy their f irst Hill 'n the Ville.
The Colby lacrosse famil y
is devastated by the untimely
passing of Derrik Flahive. Derrik was a great young man and
a terrific lacrosse player.
While he was really passionate about the game of
lacrosse, he also had a passion for a great many things
outside of athletics. He loved
music, the outdoors and traveling, to name a few. He was a
big part of our lacrosse family

here at Colby, and his ability
to socialize and connect with
teammates was one of his biggest strengths. We recruited
him when I was an assistant
coach at Gettysburg College
and were upset when he chose
to come to Colby.
Derrik' s impact on our lacrosse family in the two-anda-half years he spent with us
was great. We will miss his
passion for the game and his

ability to p lay lacrosse at a
high level, but we will miss his
friendship more. Derrik was
a deep thinker , and to have a
conversation with him about
anything—lacrosse,
politics ,
time , anything—was a treasure
and one that this program will
not soon forget.

¦ I.S.
•—~

-Justin Domingos
Colby ¦Men s Lacrosse Coach
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COURTESY OF ROGER tUVHIVE

This image is thef irst page of a journal that Derrik gave to hisfather—who inspired his love of adventure—for
Christmas in 2010. the winter before he left to study abroad in Chile. His father told the Echo that the page "is
very touching and has never been shared with others 1 would like to share it with his Colby Community '

"His enthusiasm, j oy
and loveof adventure"

COURTESY OF JUSJIN DOMINGOS

In Derrik 's two-and-a-half years spent p laying lacrosse at the College , he became an invaluable
teammate— but beyond that, a friend to other players both on and off the f ield.

COURTESY OF MOLLY HOOSON

Molly Hodson '13, who is currently studying abroad in Scotland, met Derrik during their freshman year at the
College. Here, the two posed before theirf irstFall Ball—one of Hodson s' many cherished memories of Derrik.

Since I was on sabbatical last
year, I never met Derrik or had
him in class. But he was a philosophy minor, and I am the advisor for our department's minors
this year. In the fall, I sent out a
general e-mail to all minors, introducing myself, making sure
they knew what courses they
needed to take to fulfill the minor and telling them about «our
"Reflections of Terrorism" theme
for this year. Derrik was the only
minor who wrote back. He was
full of enthusiasm, especially for
the terrorism theme, and wanted
more information. He asked me
to summarize a talk someone had
recently given in the department
about terrorism; I sent him a copy

of the speaker 's paper. He wrote
back with thanks, explaining

His intellectual
curiosity
and passion
came across
so vividly.
Lydia L. Moland
Professor

that his interest had been piqued
because, as he wrote, "many

Chileans believe that American
government organizations are
terrorists and responsible for the
end of Chilean democracy in
1973 and for the support of the
military dictatorship that was
here from 1973-1990." He was
clearly fascinated and disturbed
by this accusation and wanted to
know more. His intellectual curiosity and passion came across so
vividly just in these few e-mail
exchanges. We ended the correspondence by reiterating that we
were looking forward to meeting
each other in person. How sad I
am that that will never happen.
-LydiaL.Moland
AssistantProfessorof Philosophy

The one word that I can use to
I'll never forget what would everywhere: performing with
quickly became less of a simple
describe Derrik is " kindness." I
turn out to be my last conver- the African drum ensemble on- journey from Hill to 'Ville and
remember one night after African
sation with Derrik. It was to- stage at Foss while you 're get- more of an exciting first-time navdrumming class practice, he invited
ward the end of finals week ting dinner one night and scorigation of the strange, mean (often
me and another friend of mine to
last spring, and I was sitting in
ing for the men 's lacrosse team
one-way) streets of Waterville.
his room to play some music, and
*
Dana early one morning, sleep- at a home game the next. For
When we made our fledgling plans
that night was really enjoyable. I
deprived, burnt out and eating me, however, our final conver- for the Colorado road trip, I knew
was saddened when I heard that
a quick breakfast alone before sation on that morning really
this was just one of many, many
he died. At first, I could not believe
heading back to the library to epitomizes his many wonderful exciting journeys Derrik had
that such a character and good,
characteristics
planned for his future, both distant
finish up my last
wonderful, amazing person could
that consistently and not so far-off. But at the same
paper. I looked
go just like that. I just want to say
shined through
time, he was someone who emup from my plate
that during the few times that I got
to see Derrik
during the time
braced living in the moment. To
a chance to interact with him. he
heading toward
he spent on May- him, the future would come, and
was always nice to me, and for that
flower Hill.
it would be great, but right now
my table. I wasn't
I know he is in a wonderful place.
Derrik
was was just as much of an adventure.
exactly in a soY0UTLIBE.COM
When I asked him what the food
cializing mood,
one of the first
-Kimara F. Nzamubona
for music.
Derrik. a member oftlteAfricanDrumming Ensemble, liad a passion
people whom I
was like in China upon his return
but it had been
Class of 2014
I
awhile since I
befriended upon
from his JanPlan abroad last year,
our arrival at
a huge grin spread across his face.
had seen him, and
I remember Derrik as some"Oh my god—it was amazing," one who loves life. He joined
I was more than
Colby freshman
year, and one of he said simply and earnestly, as he
happy to have
my African Drumming Ensemthe first things
dove in with just as much gusto to
him join me for a
ble two years ago, and he was
that struck me the Dana dinner in front of him.
bit and catch up.
very excited. He just wanted
I'm still in shock that Derrik
We chatted about
about him was
to know everything he could
schoolwork, sumthat he so com- won 't be returning to campus
about drumming. I said to him ,
pletely and hon- with myself and the rest of the
mer plans and our
just wait , relax—you 'll learn it
Molly Hodson estly cared for members of the class of 2013 all in time. He was a very pasexcitement about
Class of 2013
the well-being of who are abroad this fall. I can't
our
respective
sionate person and very innoothers. For him , believe that I won 't get to hear
cent, too.
plans for studyhowever, com- him play music again, or sit
ing abroad in the
When he came back from
passion wasn 't across from him at a dining hall
fall: the topics
China last January,' I asked
table and try to get him to give
typical of dining hall exchanges just something he saved up
him to be a guest performer
me more than a knowing smile
in our African Drumming
that occur at the end of sopho- for his volunteering abroad or
more year. As with most things mentoring in Waterville. It was and one adjective to describe his
Class performance , and he
semester in Chile, or spot his disinvolving Derrik, however, the something that was truly part
told me he was going to
COURTESY OF MAMlN CONNELLY
conversation soon became more of his life that he expressed tinctive lope from miles away as
wear this garment someone
Derrik enjoyed a meal with friends on his trip to China last January
he walks across campus. Derrik
interesting.
every single day, even in his
had brought him back from
Remembering my love of art, most seemingly insignificant was a person who touched many
Africa for the occasion. He
"He was my first friend at
nity within every situation. Each
he began to tell me about differ- actions. From the very begin- people's lives at Colby and bewas very excited about it. I
ent artist and hippie communes ning of freshman orientation yond, and I wish that 1 could be
told him , "Derrik, you look
Colby." That thought has been a and every conversation Derrik
back in the States
collective sentiment expressed
and I had had true authenticity.
that dot the less populated re- all the way up
great "—I never told him ,
right now to
among those of us who were close
His ability to reflect upon the
gions of Colorado, his beloved to that imprompbut it kind of looked like a
world and find endless optimism
properly moum
to Derrik Flahive. Being abroad
home state. "You just have to tu finals week
woman 's garment. What an
this devastating
innocent person he was.
all over the w-orld leaves me and
in life truly impacted me and our
see these places," he said to me breakfast, I saw
loss with some
with his signature animation and him consistently
many other juniors wishing we community as a whole.
of them. But inenthusiasm, "I think you 'd re- demonstrate this
could be at Colby right now.
stead, by writing
Derrik was someone who
-Jennifer Sibert
ally love them. You know what? in a very quiet,
-Jordan Benissan
this, I think I get
found importance and opportuClass of 2013
We'll do a road trip. You'll come selfless way. In
African Drumming Instructor
to attempt to do
to Colorado, and I'll take you the dining halls ,
something closer
around and show them to you. for example, he
to what Derrik
It 'll be great." It takes a very would always sit
would've
wantspecial type of person to get me down with someed—share memoexcited about things before 10 one who was
ries of the good
a.m., but Derrik was one of those sitting alone, intimes and apprepeople. I' ve never seen someone troduce himself
ciate the time I
express as much genuine excite- to the person
ment and initiative for some- if he didn 't aldid get to spend
thing that they thought would
ready know him
with him.
or her, and strike
interest me as Derrik did on that
Even if you
day. Naturally, I wholeheartedly up a conversaMolly Hodson didn 't know Derrik
particularly
agreed that we would make the tion. Derrik was
Class of 2013
well, know that
trip during some future JanPlan the type of perhe was someone
or summer break, or perhaps af- son who cared
much more about
truly special who I
ter we graduated.
can't even begin to fully describe
Derrik Flahive was one of the whether or not someone, friend
or stranger, had the chance to on paper, and Colby simply will
most fantastically complex and
enjoy a meal with some compa- not be the same without him. Send
intriguing people I have ever
ny than he did about subscribsome loving vibes to the family
been lucky enough to encounter
and friends he left behind, hope
in my life. He was "D-Rock" or
ing to the typical dining hall
that wherever he is, he's surround"Flava-FIav" to many of us here
social protocol.
ed by mountains and jam bands,
To anyone who even vaguely
at Colby, a dear friend whom
and hey, maybe hop in a car with
we knew and loved , while at the
knew him, it was easy to see that
same time, he was an incredible his enthusiasm, joy and love of a friend and tour around some obenigma that none of us could adventure pervaded everything he scure artist communes someday...
ever hope to really figure out.
did. One of my fondest memories
.1 know I'm going to.
He was the type of person you
from freshman year is of the ride
¦
COURTESY OF KENT DENVER SCHOOL
-Molly Hodson
could not see around campus to Hill 'n the 'Ville in Derrik's car
As a high schooler, Derrik p layed both lacrosse and football at his high school in his home state of Colorado
Class of 2013
for weeks, but then he would be with a group of our friends , which
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He was
"D-Rock" or
"Flava-FIav"
to many of
us here at
Colby, a dear
friend whom
we knew and
loved.

I can't
believe that
I won't get
to hear him
play music
anymore...or
spot his
distinctive
lope from
miles away.

•

JANPLAN IN CHINA

IN ME MORI AM

UUUHltSI UPNlAHIlN tUNNtLLT

Derrik Flahive 13 spent last JanPlan traveling with a Colby class in China Here , Derrik dons his infectious smile and shows off his love f o r meeting new people as he poses for the camera with local children.
Derrik did a great deal of re- sequently, when he came to my
search on his study abroad pro- office for advising. But he made
a very favorgram. It was
able impression
important to
on me. He was
him to find
heart of service made him a big
Soft-spoken yet powerfully inis something Derrik would have
immediately
hit in his service work in Africa.
the right exfluential among his peers, Derrik
profoundly valued (although, inlikeable. After
stead of a guitar slung across his
perience, both
His generous nature, big smile
led by quiet example. His love
talking to him,
and ability to engage with others
shoulder, he would have had to
academically
of music and adventure were paland culturally.
I felt somehow
made him a beacon of eager enpable , and he
devise a way to
elevated.
He
thusiasm. Derrik will be rememwould exude
tote his drum set
In his essay,
had a luminosity
fie stated that
bered fondly by everyone in the
an infectious
along for the adf)cmk loved music, sports,
about him and a
Kent Denver School community.
energy when
he looked forventure).
childlike qualHis presence made us stronger,
discussing
Derrik had an
ward to his
outdoor adventure and helping to
ity, in the best
create educational opportunity for and his absence reminds us all to
these
subinsatiable thirst
experience in
sense of that
jects.
Chile and that
take full advantage of the opporfor discovering
young people around the world .
word. He struck
he
planned
A tremendous athlete (latunities before us, to better unAs a juthings that were
me as curious
nior,
to apply the
crosse and football), teammates
derstand the world by getting to
Der"real": real exsense of indeand thoughtful,
know the people of the world and
periences , real
and coaches alike shared a deep
rik selected
open-minded
to share life's experiences gener"Backpackemotions
and
pendence and
appreciation for his contributions
culture that he
and open-heartreal knowledge
ously with others.
on and off" the field.
ing through
ed. Authentic
that mattered—
would absorb,
Derrik's upbeat personal-Todd Horn
Europe" as
Adventurous.
and share it
Kent Denver. Head of School
his
English
all things that
ity, love of adventure travel and
He seemed to
seminar, and
with the Colby
likely
comcommunity. "I
if any course
pelled him to
Nancy E. Downey be a person who
lived in the mowill share the
My son Sean graduated from
title captured
travel abroad.
My fondest memories of
Off-Campus Study
ment, and someHe also had a
stories of the
Colby in 2008 and was a memDerrik were watching him on
the essence
one who gave a
of Derrik and
very real matupeople,
the
ber of the lacrosse team for two
stage. He would take over the
sense of life there. This trip will damn. He had an infectious smite
drum set like no other student
rity about him ,
years while there .
his approach
enhance my education and the and a wonderful spirit. I believe
I have watched. His impto life, this
and his authenI taught Derrik math in eighth
that spirit lives on.
ish smile and warm personwould be it.
grade, coached him on the midKurt D MacDonald ticity made him sducation of my peers."
I did not know Derrik well.
dle school football team tor two
ality w i l l be missed by all ,
He was seria real friend
Kent Denver School
-Nancy E. Downey
ous about his
I met him only twice, once at
years and then had the pleasure
and I feel privileged to have
to
many—all
Director of Off Campus Study
experiences,
the study abroad fair, and subof coaching him again as a JV
known him. My thoughts are
things
that
lacrosse player during his early
with you all as you process
and relished those opportunities
make him profoundly missed.
the loss of a friend and classthat provided genuine, authentic
high school years. When 1 think
tening to some of the greatest
insight into the world. Actu-KuriD. MacDonald
Derrik was my drum stuof Derrik. my first images are of
mate. What a difficult time
drummers in the world (Steve
for everyone.
ally, backpacking across Europe
Kent Denver School
dent at Colby. The band direca wonderful , caring, high-energy
Jordan , Stanton Moore , JoJo
young man who poured all of his
Take care and thank you for
tor, Eric Thomas , asked me if
I would like to bring some
Mayer) play the drum set that
efforts into being the best at evreaching out to the Kent DenDerrik was easily one of the
rehearsal or performance helped to
of my students to a dinner at
was provided by Colby, Dererything that he attempted. He
ver Community. We have heavy
most gifted student-musicians I've propel the musicians around him
hearts over here , and I am sure
The Last Unicorn restaurant
rik got up and played a flawled by example, whether it was
had the pleasure of teaching during to better themselves. He left an inless solo that impressed all
that was being hosted by the
on the field, in the hallway or in
your issue of the paper will help
my career.I came to know Derrik as delible mark not only on the music
us heal and remember the very
a confident, adventurous, extremely program, but on the Kent Denver
great timpanist for the Bos- who were present.
the classroom. He set the bar high
best of Demk.
personable young man, who in- community as a whole.
ton Symphony Orchestra and
in all of his endeavors and made
-Mark Macksoua
sisted on being pressed in order to
owner of a famous stick and
those around him better by being
Set Drumming Instructor for the
-Priscilla Scobie
develop his craft to a higher level.
Steve Holley
mallet company, Vic Firth.
willing to make the extra pass, ofI invited Derrik and a few
Music Department
Kent Denver School
His ability to drive a band during a
Band Teacher, Kent Denver
fering a w ord of encouragement
|other students, and after lisor taking the time to just listen.
I remember the pure joy on
his face when he won the midI From sharing a tiny twin
have with Derrik.
dle school excellence in athletThere are two
bed
during
ics award in 2005 as an eighth
words
that I
lacrosse away
grader—an awesome moment.
hold onto when
games freshAs part of eighth grade continu«
to
1
think
of
Der: man year ,
ation. Derrik was part of a group
fly- fish i ng
rik: genuine and
[hat went rafting on the San Juan
till dark* uncom pas s ionRiver in Utah. 1 remember him
ate. He was the
der a bridge
clobbering me during the water
most
genuine
in Winslow ,
li ghts and actually knocking me
person I have
Maine
on
off my raft—a first in my years
ever known and
Cinco
de
on the river. His smile of trihe cared about
Mayo
and
umph is etched in my memory
people in such
spending that
as I landed in the water .
a deep way. I
evening sharbelieve he lived
- Bruce Collamore
ing beers on
more
in
20
the roof of
Kent Denver School
years than most
the
Heig hts
dorm , there
people live in
80.
isn 't enough
A spec :al thanks to Robyn Levin
Greg McKillop
space to re'12 for collecting these reflections
Class of 2013
count all the
-Greg McKUlop
from Kent Denver Levin attended
wonderful
Class of 2013
Kent Denver School in Colorado
COURTESY OF KENT DENVER SCHOOL 1
memories
I
with Dernk before Colby
Derrik . Class of 2009. received his high school dip loma from the Kent Denver School in Englewood, Colo. \

From Kent Denver School

Excerpt of a
letter f rom the
head of Derrik 's
secondary school

Derrik had
an insatiable
thirst for
discovering
things that
were "real":
reed experiences,
real emotions
and real
knowledge that
mattered.

He had a luminosity about
him and a
childlike quality, in the
best sense of
that word . He
struck me as
curious and
thoughtful.

There are two
words that
I hold onto
when I think
of Derrik:
genuine
and compassionate.

FLAHIVE PLAYING LACROSSE

AT PEACE IN TRAVEL

UUUKft sY Ur- MrtHIIN tUNNtLLT

COURTESY OFJUSnN DOMINGOS

Derrik Flahive '13. US, plays hard f o r the Mutes. Flahive was a member of Colby s' varsity lacrosse team

A solo shot of Derrik during the JanPlan 2011 trip he took to China last winter

Lessons from Derrik

We felt it necessary to publish
this piece collaboratively because
Derrik played a similar role in
each of our lives.
Whenever I spent time with
Derrik, I had hi gh expectations
of learning something new from
him; these expectations were not
just met but were also invariably
exceeded. Whether Derrik had
just given me a brief lesson on
his hand-cralted drum , discussed
his wild philosophies with me or
simply told me a personal anecdote , I always left Derrik feeling
enlightened in some particular
manner.
On Dec. 4 last year, a bunch of
friends and 1 went to a Railroad
Earth concert in Skowhegan.
Four of us , one of them being
Derrik , wanted to spend some
time exploring Skowhegan before
the show, so we left campus with
a few hours to spare. We picked
up a couple of growlers from the
Oak Pond Brewery and found a
gazebo in the beautiful Cobum
Park, lying adjacent to the mighty
Kennebec River. We spent hours
¦ in that gazebo rejoicing, listening to music, dancing around a
Christmas tree centered in the
gazebo and playing in the fresh
i
i

;

Derrik
pushed me
to focus my
attention on
every possible detail I
could grasp
at the time ,
I was living
full y in the
present.
Harry Geldermann
Class of 2013

snow that had just begun to fall
that night. As the concert grew
closer, we began to wrap up one
memorable festivity and prepare
for another. When leaving the
park , we realized that the area in
which we had spent the last few
hours was much more expansive
and wondrous than we had originally taken it to be. We could not
let the ni ght progress without fur-

ther exploring the rolling hills of
Coburn Park. After sliding down
snowy slopes and prolonging our
park jamboree, we encountered a
small band shelter. The four of
us gathered in that shelter, and
Derrik began to beatbox; without
verbally communicating to one
another, our quartet sparked up
a vocal jam that rivaled that of
Phish in their song "You Enjoy
Myself." Five minutes later, our
vocal jam that I wish had been recorded organically wound down.
We proceeded to make one final stop in the park where we all
stood in awe alongside the Kennebec River. As the four of us
stalled in reverence at the top of
a bluff at the waist of the River,
Derrik began an oration pivoting on one of his favorite and
most applied philosophical topics: mindfulness. Derrik spoke
with vigor about how we should
aim to strongly impress upon
ourselves that particular memory,
along with other important ones.
Derrik pushed me to focus my attention on every possible detail
I could grasp at the time. At this
very moment, I was fully living in
the present; I can still remember
the sound of the Kennebec River,
the sensation, scent and taste of
the new winter air, and the feeling
of truly experiencing the present.
Evidently, Derrik's exercise was
effective, as this memory has so
evocatively stuck with me and
will continue to do so for the rest
of my life.
In light of Derrik's passing, I
have begun to find myself striving to be more mindful in the last
few weeks. As the day grows farther from us when Derrik Flahive
left this world for another, his lessons of mindfulness will remain
as powerful as they did the night
of Dec. 4—that special night we
reveled and learned from one another in Cobum Park.
-Harry Geldermann
Class of 2013

What I most loved about Derrik was the way he made me feel.
No matter what concert we were
going to, what meandering, glorious jam we were grooving to
or what spacey ideas we were
discussing, I always felt his radiating, beautiful warmth. It has
been difficult to recall specific
memories of him; I have a multitude of them, but they all roll
into one and become a perfect
idea that contains all that I ever
knew of Derrik. I could write for

Derrik created his own beat
in life. Sometimes, it was a
bit out of synch with college
rhythms. He missed his first
advising meeting with me
as a freshman, as well as his
last Skype appointment from
Chile. Rather than rules , Derrik followed his passions—for
social justice , international
music and lacrosse. He defied
stereotypes; he floated from
one Colby subgroup to another. His wide smite made him
welcome with all.
Derrik' s enthusiasm for
people and places was contagious; he wanted you to be
part of his exciting new thing.
At a level that so few are
able to reach , he cared deepl y
about the world around him ,
both the big issues and the individual lives. We would all
do well to embrace a bit of
Derrik' s spirit of community
and caring as part of his legacy on Mayflower Hill.

pages about everything we did
together but could never verbalize that feeling. Indeed, I feel it
when I picture him dancing with
Harry and me, all of us anticipating the transitioning of The
Grateful Dead's "Scarlet Begonias" into "Fire on the Mountain," and when it finally comes,
Derrik exclaiming, "Holy shit .

No matter
what concert
we were going
to, what
meandering,
glorious jam
we were
grooving to or
what spacey
ideas we were
discussing, I
also felt
his radiating,
beautiful
warmth.

i

-Patrice Franko
Grossman Professor oj
Economics

Derrik was a remarkable individual. Through his passion
for learning, his curiosity about
the world, his way of relating to
other students and people and his
contagious energy in general , he
had a huge impact in the dynamic
of my Spanish class, and he made
us laugh , sometimes, and to see

things from a different perspective. The only consolation I can
find , not being a religious person ,
is that he lost his life doing what
he really enjoyed: being abroad
and outdoors.
-Lola Bollo-Panadero
Assistant Professor of Spanish

To the world champion "rockThe guides Derrik worked with
hopper:" All our
over the past
misadventures in
two summers at
the caves, cliffs
Echo
Canyon
and canyons near
remember him
home are some of
as one of the nicthe
best times I've
est guides on the
ever had. I'll miss
Arkansas River.
donning the secret
He was one of
identities of Merthe only guides
riweather Lewis
who alw ays took
and William Clark
extra time to chat
to search for new
with customers
discoveries and
after raft trips,
shouting, "Please,
and he always
found ways to
sir. can I have
some more!" after
make life easier
Lindsey Pruett hitting each rapid
for the guides
Class
of
2013
just right for the
themselves by
best wav es.
building and designing new gear
Lmdsev PritetA
racks or by having a ready supply
Class of 2013\
of tea and some good conversation.

He was one
of the only
guides who
always took
the extra time
to chat with
customers.

Nate Sugarbaker
Class of 2013

man! Epic!" I feel it when I recall
conversations with him about his
love for drums and music and
nature and meditation. I feel it
when I think of the happy glow
in his eyes as he approaches you,
ready to embrace you with one ,
grateful hug. And I feel it when
I remember what he taught me: a
loving compassion for the natural world , for your fellow sister
and brother and for the moment
that lies right before us.
-Nate Sugarbaker
Class of 2013
Derrik, we'll miss you dearly.
We leave you with the words from
a good friend of yours, Jerry G:

"Fare you well, f a r e you well,
I loveyou more than words can tell.
Listen to the river sing sweet songs,
To rock my soul. "
Derrik Flahive was one of
the chillest, weirdest, most awesome, down-for-anything kind
of bros at Colby. So open to everything—he wasn't afraid to be
himself, and being himself meant
engaging with everyone. We had
a couple of lunch dates because
he liked that I bid him with a
"Ciao!" It was so random, but
looking back, I admire that so
much. It freaks me out knowing
that I won 't see his face around
here anymore. I'm still trying to
get a grip on it. Rest well , dear
friend.

COURTESY OF JUSTIN DOMINGOS

A celebrad >ry Imp for the Mules Derrik. #5, played on the \wsity lacrosseteam

-Dhokela Yzeiraj
Class of 2013

Derrik learns huw to prepare a traditional Chinese meal during his travels to China during JanPlan 2011

Celebrating the Life of
Derrik Flahive '13
V«/ n Tuesday . November 15. we lost Derrik Flahive, a smiling, adventurous and
deep]) beloved member of the Class of 2013. Through putting together this special
issue of the Echo in his honor, we 've been flooded with an outpouring of respect and
love for Derrik. From those who knew him well to those who were simply touched by
him in passing. Demk made an impact on this campus, that much is clear.
He was carefree vet deeply thoughtful , challenging as a friend and an incredibly
compassionate man We have lost a truly remarkable individual .
Tins is a difficult time for us to navigate as a community. We lost a loving friend
while he was so far away, in Chile. The Class of 2013 is dispersed across the globe
rig ht now . making it particularly hard for them to grieve together.
We at the FA ho would like to extend our deepest sympathies to the Flahive family.
Derrik's untimelv death has left us heartbroken and searching for comfort; we can find
some solace in these beautiful words from his fnends and family, which show us how
wel! loved he is among us and help us learn from his own unerring smile and love for
adventure
Demk. you are greatl} missed.

MCCOLUMN

Confronting a culture of confrontation

Whenever I sit down to write an
Opinion piece for the Echo, I first
take time to peruse the front page of
the New York Times website. While
I am usually able to come up with a
solid prompt for an op-ed on my own,
setting aside just five minutes online to take in the various issues and
problems plaguing our world gives
me a true idea overload. We inhabit
a miserable , cruel planet that is populated by human beings that do terrible
things to other human beings. In that
context , finding depressing topics
to riff on for 800 words is a pretty
straightforward exercise.

Sincerely,
The Staff of The Colby Echo
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At the heart of most—maybe all—
societal issues are human-human
interactions , and the attitudes and
consequences that characterize these
interactions. I wish that I could use
this space to deliver an authoritative
manual for interacting with other
human beings , but I don 't have any
good suggestions. But 1 can say that
I am deeply troubled by this present
culture of confrontation that too often
typifies how we as people choose to
deal with others who possess different views from us.
It is a mindset that frequentl y inhibits compromise and progress , and
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RETRACTION

In the Echo's November 16, 2011 issue's special section on sexual assault , one of the
anunvmous student narratives recounted the student 's story, saying "legally, breasts
are not considered sexual organs." This statement is not true.
According to niamelegislature.org, '"Sexual touching ' means any touching of the
breasts , buttocks , groin or inner thigh , directly or through clothing, for the purpose of
arousing or gratif >ing sexual desire." Unlawful sexual touching qualifies as a Class
D misdemeanor in Maine, which carries a maximum penalty of a $2,000 fine or one
\ear in jail.
We regret the error.

The Colby Echo is the weekl y student newspaper of Colby College in Waterville,
Maine The paper is published every Wednesday that the College is in session.
Students are strong ly encouraged to contribute and should contact the editors) of the
section(s) they are interested in working for in order to learn more.
LETTERS
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and pertain to a current topic
or issue. However, the Echo reserves the right to run longer letters. Also, the Echo
reserves the right to edit submissions for grammar and clarity and may choose not to
run a tetter The Echo will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
Letters are due to the Echo by midnight of the Sunday proceeding the publication
date The) should be submitted via e-mail to echo@colby.edu and be in a text-only
format.
OPINION PAGE
Editorials represent the majority opinion of the editorial board. Opinions expressed
in the indh tdual columns , letters or cartoons are those of the author, not of the Echo.
The Echo welcomes column and cartoon submissions from members of the Colby
community
ADVERTISING & SUBSCRIPTIONS
For more information on publication dates or advertising rates contact Kira Novak.
ad manager, at echoads6^colby.edu or (207) 872-5430.
To obtain ; subscription contact Alex Swanson , business manager, at aswansonCff
colby.edu

pervasive , it by no means defines most
interactions in our dail y lives. We all
find space for moderation and accommodating others, skills that we learned
in preschool and have honed since then.
A solid example would be the Civil
Discourse. Sure, a few people do post
aggressive viewpoints and refuse to
back off from them , but there are occasionally salient , evolving exchanges
where people comfortably engage with
different perspectives and learn something. Instead of "debate," the words
that come to mind are often "conversation " or "dialogue." We are all moderates to some degree in personal life.
Co-existing with other people necessitates that level of understanding.
Yet somewhere along the way, as
personal issues are amplified to political and social issues , viewpoints
begin to polarize and the center all
but evaporates. There seems to be
an immense societal pressure to pick
sides and define oneself by the op-

They are blind to
the fact that the
existences in the
balance are 300
million Americans.
position. It is difficult to offer up
any remedies to this problem , but the
least that we can all do is recognize
it and let it inform our voting decisions and how we keep our political
leaders accountable.
There is a beautiful periodicity to
American history. In the same way
that a pendulum swings back and
forth , our history is a never-ending
series of actions and reactions. It is
difficult to be optimistic in these
political times , but if we react accordingly to this cancer of partisanship, we may just prove Barney
Frank wrong.

The game of life: a bored game

NEWS STAFF

SARAH BARRESE
CATE D ONOVAN

it usually simply serves to calcify
preconceived notions about a perceived opposition. As individuals
and as a society, we are always either
on the offensive or the defensive,
with no grey area in between. Partisan politics are probably the most
glaring example.
I was first motivated to write on
the issue of confrontationaltsm after reading a paraphrased quote from
Rep. Barney Frank of Massachusetts , who recently announced that he
would not seek re-election in 2012.
Frank , a staunch lion of the left for
the past 30 years, has contributed to
more than his fair share of partisan
discord during his decorated congressional career, but he aptly articulated
on Monday the cold reality that we
are facing nationally: the idealized
notion that rigorous debate between
different parties is "a competition between people of good will with different views on public policy " has all
but disappeared. As a society, we no
longer shake hands after sparring.
The first death knells of that American political notion were probabl y witnessed in 1804, when Aaron Burr shot
Alexander Hamilton. But even since
then , there have always been great examples throughout American history
of mutual respect among the men and
women who represent us, for the purpose of serving the common good.
These days , opposing politicians
vilify each other and view any form
of concession as defeat. If Speaker
of the House John Boehner somehow
managed to earn the nickname, "The
Great Compromiser," he would take
the title as an insult. The present field
for the Republican presidential nomination has quite a few candidates who
have moderate records, but they are
all trying to distance themselves from
said records. In general , it would appear that Democrats and Republicans
are locked in some kind of existential
struggle; they are blind to the fact that
the existences in the balance are 300
million Americans.
While this culture of confrontation is

Circumstances have coalesced and
provided me a chance to impress the
editors of the school newspaper , to off e r my best words and statements in
hopes I make it into this week s' publication. Upon reading my submission,
some editors smiled upon recognition. They said to themselves, this is
the voice we ve been missing! "Our
readers will be shocked!" "We 'll go
up in stock!" "He challenges conventions!" "I like it a lot! " Under what
section do we put this new style of
writing ? It s' been a while since we 've
included something so edgy, exciting !
It s like those newspapers from back
in the day. the ones known f o r inciting
and inviting the audience to rebel and
think new, to sift through the general,
accepted , mainstream point of view...
Upon hearing some of the fervor and
buzz among the staff, the editor-inchief decided to have a look at the
submission that had caused such commotion Fearing that the whole thing
was too risky to print , the staff was
consulted and it was decided: The article he sent us was too harsh f o r the
public, but we did manage to include a
samp le taken f rom it:
...Here 's a bit of truth that you 'll
never hear in class: everything that we
assume to be knowledge is the past.
I' m searching for something a teacher can 't give me. I' m tired of classes
where they just try to quiz me. Multiple choice , a, b , c or d. If 1 fail this
test , what will my GPA be? (That 's
what 1 used to say) Until 1 realized that
school isn 't the only way we can learn.
And that life is not all about how much
you earn. It must be so much more
than that!
Played the board game called the
Game of Life over the November
break and realized we are told what
to do from such an early age , put on
a track and told to get paid. As the
u h r v l cninc lit-* tli, . u.nrM r.- i n l i , .,

each player takes turns moving their
car along the same path . Forward and
onward , on the track of Life, buying
and selling, getting a husband or wife.
The winners are the ones who make
the most cash , the more money you
make the more , it seems, you are the
living embodiment of the American
Dream ! Consume! Make more , it 's all
about accumulation. Material goods
and island vacations! Embrace capitalism , be ruled by corporations! (God
forbid you don 't pledge allegiance to
the world's greatest nation , the playing board has paintings of the Washington Monument and Mount Rushmore for inspiration). If the Game of
Life seems to depict your reality, the
way you chase wealth , I question your
ability to think for yourself.
Have you never wondered whether
there was ever more? Let 's start with
asking if there is more to the story be-

Life is not all about
how much you earn.
It must be so much
more than that!
hind the Iraq War? As a matter of fact ,
how many troops does the government
have on foreign soil? What will we do
when we run out of oil? What do you
know about oil , the so-called "bloodstream of the world economy?" I'll
tell you the most important thing you
need to hear: it is running out. Oil is a
non-renewable energy source , most of
it formed 100 million years ago, and
scientists have coined a term called
"peak oil" to describe our current situation of depleted mines and declining
rates of production. Combined with
the increasing needs of consumption ,
due to industrialization and rising
populations of developing nations , the
oil crisis is very real , yet for some reason it is kept quiet. Maybe people will
start thinking about it when gas prices
reach six dollars a gallon; some might

Speaking of riots , protests and rebellions , have you been reading the
news lately? 2011 (the year of Revolution) has been crazy ! Tunisia , Algeria , Lebanon , Jordan , Sudan , Oman ,
Saudi Arabia , Egypt , Yemen , Iraq,
Bahrain , Libya , Kuwait , Morocco
and Syria saw the birth of the Arab
Spring. What did September bring?
The Occupy Movements spreading
throughout America and out to the
world; a collective unrest is forming
that no one can deny. Journalist I.F.
Stone once said that all you need to
know is that "governments lie." One
thousand cities and 100 countries saw
marches this year, mostly peaceful
demonstrations. Now 1 ask you this ,
where do you get your information?
Think about it. Your two main sources: the media and education. Well , the
media is controlled by only five major
corporations (General Electric , Viacom , Disney, Time Warner and News
Corporation) who all want to keep
their stock prices high. The PR teams
ask one question: what can we sell that
people will buy? Celebrity gossip and
terrorist tales , economic reports and
big business bails. They fill you all
nonsense with no real meaning, keeping the public American dreaming.
Now on to education: a practical joke.
(Like thinking you are political just
because you can vote). The schools
today are manufacturers for normalcy:
standardization factories training students in conformity. How many of you
have been encouraged to question authority? Education reform is a theory,
but not a solution: what we really need
is education revolution!
Now for the conclusion...
OK. that 's it . we can 't include anymore of his contribution The readers
will have to pick out the themes f o r
themselves. I 'm afraid if we included
the rest, our paper would be taken off
the shelves. Questioning American
ideals, exposing the peak oil crisis,
showing how people around the world
arc revolting against power structures, and then insulting our media
and education institutions ! What gives
a writer the rig ht to be so disrespectf u l of the popular dominion , with such
flair? Oh yeah , we told him, "Just give

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

RIELING IT IN

Coming around on the GSD Center A no-turkey Thanksgiving

Discussion on campus the past few
weeks has been largely centered on the
need for a Gender and Sexual Diversity
Resource Center. I don 't want to beat a
dead horse, but I would like to offer my
thoughts on the topic because I think 1
have a somewhat unique perspective.
1 have not been particularly involved
with the discussions surrounding the
development of the Resource Center,
and it was not until I was recently presented with more information on the
subject that I have become a wholehearted supporter of the movement.
In my current opinion , the Gender and
Sexual Diversity Resource Center is an
urgent necessity for Colby, but it seems
that many students experience somewhat positive , yet also apathetic feelings towards the idea. I felt a very similar way originally, and it was not until I
became more educated on the topic that
I truly saw the importance of having a
resource center.
When discussion first began last year
about the idea of a Gender and Sexual
Diversity Resource Center (hereafter
GSD Center) I was very skeptical of its
necessity. I did not know a great deal
about GSD issues, and I knew even
less about what a Resource Center
would look like and what new purpose
it would serve . I felt like the campus
already had significant resources to
deal with GSD topics and maybe they
just needed to be coordinated better to
be more effective. Despite all of the
discussion on campus surrounding the
GSD Center and the necessity of it , I

remained personally unconvinced. 1
stayed this way until I sat down with
a member of the GSD ad-hoc committee and really talked through some of
the concrete facts as to why a Center
was necessary and what sort of tangible
benefits it would provide that we do not
currently have.
To me, the most convincing arguments as to why we need a GSD Center
deal with the structural issues which exist in the way Colby handles these matters. When Heather Pratt '11 wrote her
thesis last year, she spoke with 11 girls
who had been victims of sexual assault ,
of those 11 only three reported the as-

A GSD Center deals
with the structural
issues which exist
in the way Colby
handles matters of
sexual assault.
sault. This number should be striking
enough in and of itself. However, what
is even more alarming is that of the
three girls who did report, two of them
said that given the chance to do it again
they would not report. Of the 11 girls
that Heather spoke to, the only one who
had a gratifying experience in reporting
was the girl for whom Heather herself
acted as an advocate for throughout
the process. This tells me that there is
a serious problem in the way in which
Colby handles the reporting of sexual
assault. A GSD Center could work not
only to address this , but also to act as
an advocate for students who are going through the reporting process. The

sexual assault reporting process seems
to be a structural problem at the College which could be directly alleviated
with a GSD Center.
Another structural issue which a
GSD Center would address is the issue
of various support groups for students.
Currently, there is very little support
available for students who are dealing
with eating disorders. A GSD Center
would deal with body image issues and
could professionally coordinate support
groups for students with eating disorders. This is not the only area of support
that a GSD Center could provide.
Groups like The Bridge and the
Feminist Alliance do a lot of support
work with students facing GSD issues.
A GSD Center would allow for this
type of work to be coordinated and executed by professionals. To continue
to leave it up to student-run organizations is not only endangering the well
being of peop le who need support , but
it is also unfair to the students providing the support. Their job is to be students , not counselors.
In this article, I have only scratched
the surface of what a GSD Center
would look like, why it is necessary
and what sort of services it will be able
to provide. My main purpose in writing
this piece is not to lay out a comprehensive argument of why such a Center
is necessary, but rather to encourage
every member of the Colby community
to educate themselves as much as possible about the GSD Center. This is a
serious and complex issue facing our
campus, and I have learned from this
experience that being fully educated
about it makes all the difference in how
you view it. It was not until I took the
time to fully learn about the GSD Center that I was thoroughly convinced of
its necessity. I would implore everyone
to learn as much as they can about the
topic in the coming weeks.

A Thanksgiving reflection

Thanksgiving is many things: A chance
to watch football on the couch, a time to
be with family and of course, a reminder
to acknowledge the things and people in
this world for which we are grateful.
At college, Thanksgiving also becomes
a benchmark for the proximity of "real
life." For us, who are neither kids nor
adults, returning to our childhood homes
is a yearly identity check.
My family spent Thanksgiving weekend in our usual way, with our "family
by choice,"—close friends. It 's not for
lack of aunts or cousins but more a difference in priorities. If we are going to
spend a holiday together, it 's going to be
the Jewish New Year or Passover. The
fact that they are scattered everywhere
from Austin , Texas to Tel Aviv, Israel
doesn 't help either.
Last Thursday, I found myself at the
home of Susan and David, attempting to
wash down my turkey with chocolate,
marshmallow, coconut and nutella birthday cake. The occasion was Grammie's
(Susan's mother, but I can't remember
the last time I heard her actual name) 85th
birthday. She blew all the candles out on
the first try. "Never stood a chance," she
remarked, looking ponderously at the still
smoking candles.
On Friday, dinner was at the home of
David and liana, who are not actually my
aunt and uncle, but might as well be. It
was another Simcha (Hebrew for, "a happiness"), their oldest son's 23rd birthday.
Naturally, I broke the promise to myself
from the day before about not eating until
1 can't move. Their younger son, Amir, is
my best friend , although he wasn't home.
This is because he is taking a break from
his rigorous academic career at Hampshire
College to study Marine Biology in Mexico. Or Jell-o shots. Whatever.
Saturday afternoon I had lunch with
Danny Douek and his wife Beth. Danny,
he of the disarming British accent and
caustic , flippant sarcasm , is one of the
world's leading AIDS researchers. Naturally, when one gets the chance to talk
to someone who might win a Nobel ,
you complain to each other about whose
mother ranks closer to Darth Vader on
the list of the all time great super-villains. You'll also be happy to know that
post-infection HIV treatment is making
amazing strides.
Part of what makes college college is
that for the most part, it lacks both kids and
adults. At the same time, it is delineated
not only by class standing, but segmented

by vacations. So while you are not a child
or a grown up, your progress between the
two is extremely clearly marked.
And so, each year, the conversations
over break say the same; school, politics,
nice Jewish girls—but your experience of
them changes.
With your family by blood there
is something immutable that goes
beyond DNA. Basically, you don 't
choose your actual family, or at least
you generally shouldn 't.
Not so with your parent 's friends, which
is why it can feel weird to go to their homes
and to be conversed with as an equal. That
weirdness is the barely submerged realization that you have the choice to cross the
threshold from "friend' s kid," to "actual
human being with a job and rent," or even
possibly, "friend."
Whether you think of them as friends
or second parents isn't really what matters; either way they 've contributed
some parenting. And so, it 's the feeling
of going home and remembering who
made you, and appreciating the ways
that they and you continue to change.
This is what makes the holidays special
for a college student.
Which brings me to Saturday night and
reuniting with my high school friends. Of
the five people at the table, two are literally stand up comedians. One is an intern
at 30 Rock. You get the idea. Good times
all around, unless you were dining at the
table next to ours.
It was classic dinner and a movie, that
is if you consider five college juniors going to see The Muppets on a Saturday
night classic. You could call it a kid's
movie, but that wouldn't exactly be right.
Perhaps, it would be most appropriate to
call it a movie that asks you to remember
being a kid.
For us, this meant remembering a decade, the 80s, that none of us experienced.
But as I said, it also meant remembering
a mindset, recalling and enacting a child's
curiosity and innocence, if only for a couple of hours.
Memory, like being a kid, has a lot more
to do with imagination than actuality.
And then, more or less, that 's it for another year. Or until everyone's vacations
and internships and lives match up once
again. And that many days closer to what
society considers adulthood.
In the meantime, it 's back to semiadulthood and another family by choice,
the surrogate siblings and parents of the
Colby community. The people we live
with, the people we work with and eat
with and hopefully love. We even hav e
that uncle that everyone hates.
But soon these precious reunions will
become just as periodical as those at home;
don 't let it take a holiday or graduation or
the death of a classmate to cherish them.
(Belated) Have a happy and meaning ful Thanksgiving.

A
jw-"* '

Every son dreads coming home
from college to discover that his
father has been reading some "alternative " literature and is now full
of bizarre ideas about how to live.
There must be something about the
college years of one 's progeny that
inspires this yearning for new and
different forms of knowledge , but
regardless of its root cause , we
know it happens. For two naTve
years , I thoug ht it couldn 't happen to me. But a week ago , I came
home for T h a n k s g i v i n g and my dad
surprised me with "the talk. "
"Michael , " he said. "I have t h i s
book about n u t r i t i o n I w a n t you
to read. "
"No thanks ," I said , and 1 continued to p lay on my Wii Fit.
"Michael , I really quite insist. " And he threw a cinder block
through the television screen in a
fashion that made me think I should
take his request seriously.
"Well , alright. What is it?"
"I' m so g lad you asked. "
"Well I didn 't really- "
"Michael , please be quiet. Read
this book and then we will discuss it. "
So, despite my initial reluctance ,
I read the book. It was called The
China Study , and as you can guess
from the title , it was about how everything we eat is killing us. Specifically, foods that are not fruits ,
vegetables and whole grains. But no
one eats those things anyway, so the
generalization "everything we eat is
killing us " is fundamentally sound.

Now, usually my dad's quirky ideas
(ideas like: "please keep your elbows
off the table " and "try not to park the
car through the dining room wall")
are harmless , but this one really affected me. Not because I believed
what was written in the book; no ,
the author just blurted out a bunch of
nonsense theories and made-up terms
tike "within a 99 percent confidence
interval" and "increased likelihood
of atherosclerosis."
But 1, like many of you , am not
what you would call an "active
p a r t i c i p a n t " in the cooking process. In fact , I usually appear n i n j a - l i k e at the table seconds after
the food is laid out , scarf it down ,
and then flee in a cloud of smoke.
Perhaps you see where I am going
with this. T h a n k s g i v i n g was last
week , and t u r k e y is not a fruit , a
vegetable or a w h o l e grain. Don 't
believe me? I own an encyclopedia. Case closed.
Last Thursday, I participated in
a one-of-a-kind event: a turkeyless T h a n k s g i v i n g . I don 't know
if that has ever happened before (I
sure hope not), but it is not an experience I would wish on my worst
enemy. My father 's cohort in culinary co-option was my sister , who
is also a vegetarian and thus , under
any just legal system , ineligible to
participate in the feast of Thanksgiving. But the meal took place in
New Hampshire , which has no legal
system whatsoever , just or otherwise. The meal contained no meats
at all , only sad little dishes with
mushrooms and something called
tempeh , which is a soft , mushy substance that tries to be meat in much
the same way that Kim Kardashian
tries to be interesting.
My point is: change is hard and
1 like to complain about it. Thank
you for your time.
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Raw Bar ~ Grill
Lounge
Sample menu
RAW BAR
OYSTERS ON THE HALF SHELL
LITTLE NECK CLAMS
APPETIZERS
OYSTERS ROCKEFELLER
MAINE CRAB CAKES
P.E.I. MUSSLES
PAN SEARED YELLOW FIN TUNA

£JgXBEES
BERMUDA ONION CRUSTED YELLOW FIN TUNA
PANKO CRUSTED LOBSTER CUTLETS
CARMELIZED DIVER SEA SCALLOPS
MAINE CRAB STUFFED HADDOCK
CHIPOTLE GRILLED COLLOSSAL SHRIMP
MAPLE GLAZED CEDAR PLANK SALMON
SEAFOOD PAELLA
ROSEMARY MARINATED RACK OF LAMB
CHAR-GRILLED PRIME NY STRIP
ANGEL HAIR PASTA PANCAKES
SPINACH & ROASTED TOMATO STUFFED PORTABELLAS
All Items Listed On This Menu Are Fresh, Never Frozen, Locally Procured
When Possible From Maine Farmers & Fishermen. Enjoy!
AMAZING FARE... PLEASING ATMOSPHERE... CORRECT SERVICE...
TRENDY AND BEAUTIFUL LOUNGE
18 BELOW
RAW BAR~GRILL~LOUNGE
18 SILVER STREET WATERVILLE
TUESDAY ~ SUNDAY 4PM~1AM
THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY, DRESS CASUALLY

SATURDAY

MONDAY

Derrik Flahive Memorial Service

Amnesty International Presents:
When DREAMS Stop at the Border

WEDNESDAY

Food and Identity
in Judaism, Christianity and Islam
Lovejoy - Faculty Lounge

I
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1
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Lorimer Chapel

I

Cotter Union - Pugh Center

1
1 a.m.

7 p.m.

Sirens Concert

1

Alfond Athletic Center - Wadsworth Gymnasium

Lorimer Chapel

I

2 p.m.

I

10 p.m.

Guest speakers tram the Maine Immigrant Legal
Advocacy Project will speak in support of the
D.R.E.A.M Act and immigrant rights. Participants will
be posed with the question, "What if your dreams
stopped at a border?"

Women 's Basketball vs. Bowdoln

1

Women 's Hockey vs. Bowdoln

1

Alfond Athletic Center - Alfond Rink

1

3 p-m.

I

FRIDAY

TUESDAY
Men's Basketball vs. Thomas

Colby Symphony Orchestra: The British

1

Men's Hockey vs. Bowdoin

I

are Coming! The British are Coming!

Alfond Athletic Center - Alfond Rink

1

7:30 p.m.

^^

Alfond Athletic Center - Wadsworth Gymnasium

Lorimer Chapel

I

"My Body My Self"

I

L
I
I

Cotter Union - Pugh Center
7:30 p.m.

|

Cotter Union - Lower Program Space

I

5:30 p.m.

' An evening devoted to works by British composers
particularly well known for their lush
orchestrations and singable tunes.

Movie Night

I

Co-sponsored by Pugh Center and Feminist
1
Alliance, "My Body, My Self" is a spoken word I
poetry show with performer, writer, and eating
disorder recovery advocate Caroline Rothstein. I

7 p.m.

I

SUNDAY

Men's Basketball vs. UM Fort Kent

|

Men's Basketball vs. Fisher

Women 's Basketball vs. UNE

Alfond Athletic Center - Wadsworth Gymnasium

1

Alfond Athletic Center - Wadsworth Gymnasium
2 p.m.

Alfond Athletic Center - Wadsworth Gymnasium

j|
1

7:30 p.m.

weather.com

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST
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The Colbyway to Portland,Boston SouthStation
& Logan InternationalAirport

What sounds like something from a season of the
HBO series Weeds has become international news.
On Tuesday, November 17, United States
authorities discovered a tunnel spanning the length
of 400 meters. The tunnel went 20 feet into the
ground and connected two warehouses, one located
in San Diego and the other in Tijuana , by way of a
four-foot by three-foot opening. It was used for the
smuggling, transportation and distribution of over 17
tons of marijuana—three tons of which were
retrieved on site. Surprisingly, over 70 tunnels built for
the same purpose have been found within the United
States since 2008; however, this specific bust has
been one of the largest and most sophisticated yet.
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INFORMATION CENTER: 1-800-639-3317
www.concordcoachlines.com
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STUDENTS IN THE SPA
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Where would Colby's secret tunnel lead you?
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"Harry Potter World. "
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"Southern France. "
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— Emily Kaye '12
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"The LakeHouse."

—Jazmine Russell 73
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"Gender andSexuality
DiversityCenter."

"A Japanese restaurant. "

-Grace Schlesinger 13

-Lena Frostestad U

COLBY STARTS ITS SWIM SEASON OFF STRONG

JOKAS '
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Bud American Ale (12-packs)
Now Only 7.99 + Tax and Deposit

Gritty's Halloween Ale (12-packs)
Were 17.59 Now Only 9.99 + Tax and Deposit

Beaujolais Nouveau (750 mL)
Now Only 9.99 + Tax and Deposit

JOKAS IS NOW ON FACEBOOK!
LIKE US AT "DISCOUNT JOKAS"
CHRIS KASPRAK/tHE COLBY ECHO

John Madeira '14 races back strokein the swim meetagainst Amherst- Colby will continue to bring the heatthis weekendat the MTT'Invitational.

DK NAIL SALON
Certified Licensed Professional

COLBY SPECIALS EVERY THURSDAY:
MANICURE / PEDICURE COMBO
Regular Price $35 -- With Colby ID $30
MANICURE
Regular Price $10 — With Colby ID $8
HOURS
Monday-Saturday: 9am-8pm
Sunday: by appointment
183 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE, ME 0490 1

(207) 872-9022

Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

12 Step Meeting
Thursdays @ 7p.m.
Whitney Room,
Roberts
All Welcome
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Broadway Musical Revue Outcast(e):
Exploring
Dalits' rights

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Members of Broadway Musical Revue showcase their enthusiasm by waving their hands in one of the program 's lively musical numbers.

By DAN SUNDERLAND
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The Colleges Broadway Musical Revue (BMR) group put on a
series of fantastic performances
on the weekend of Nov. 18. The
songs and choreography were particularly well done, interspersed
with BMR traditions such as the
game "Miniature Tanks"—where
actors got on their hands and
knees to topp le each other—as
well as other entertainment during the transitions between songs.
Many of the songs, especiall y
those sung by the BMR men ,
tended to include comedy of the
absurd. The songs themselves
were comedic in nature , but the
BMR cast took them to another
level with generous amounts of
irony and physical comedy. For
example, during their performance of "Coffee Break ," all of
the performers wore disheveled
clothing and moved in caffeinedeficient jerky movements.
Bod y language played a very
effective part in each one of the
songs, adding humor to songs

like, "I Know it's Today," from
Shrek: The Musical, in which
BMR women , dressed as princesses, tried to keep their optimism as their princes failed to
arrive. The book used as a prop .
Cardinal Sins , was also a particularl y ironic choice considering
their costumes.
Among
the
more
modern
theatrical pieces
were those which
called one back
to old Broadway
and more classical
musical
theater.
Flashy formal attire characterized
the sdng, "Show
People," and classy
formal wear for
the song "You're
On Top."
As is their practice, BMR also
performed a piece in which they
included an audience member.
This year the song they used for
this was My Big French Boyfriend ,
from a musical entitled , "The
Toxic Avenger." The lucky audience member became the subject

of the song, with several BMR
women fawning over him. Even
among the other comical antics
in the performance, this song was
particularly entertaining, especially for the friends of the lucky
chosen audience member.
BMR filled the transitions between their songs
with short skits
such as a very
strange version of
the game Twister
and classics such
as their "Miniature Tanks" game,
as
mentioned,
which must be
seen to be properly, appreciated.
Another BMR
tradition
present in this production was a
showcasing of sorts of their new
first-year members. These performers had prominent roles
in the performances and also
sometimes in the transition periods between songs.
The choreography of the pieces was very well done and seem-

BMR can be
seen improving
and expanding
upon work
done in
previous years
to createa
better show.

ingly complicated in the songs
involving a large amount of the
cast. The movement was complex
but very well-orchestrated and
constructed. BMR can be seen
improving and expanding upon
work done in previous years to
create a better show, and this was
especially apparent in the development of their choreography.
Though they presented a wide
variety of songs during their
show, BMR demonstrated the
full range of its talent during the
opening and closing numbers.
The untitled opening number
was a very creative hyperbole of
the writing process, accentuated
by explicitly saying what was being done musically. In closing,
BMR performed an arrangement
integrating "Side by Side" and
"What Would We Do Without
You," demonstrating musically
the artistic camaraderie within
the group and the amount of enjoyment that they always appear
to get from working together.
With a dazzling overall performance this fall, the next BMR
show should be a highly anticipated part of everyone's spring.

Reclaiming Asian hip-hop

COURTESY Of YURI MIN

Asian American hip-hop artists showcase their mastery of the music genre to a crowd of students in LoPo.
By MOLLY WYLIE
NEWS STAFF

When we think of hip-hop, we
usuall y think of big names such as
Dr. Dre, Jay-Z and Tupac. Yet. Friday night 's Asian Hip-Hop Summit opened viewers' eyes to what
may have seemed to many as uncharted territory.
In its last stop on the tenth anniversary tour across the Eastern
United States—including college
campuses such as Davidson College, Illinois Wesleyan University
and Princeton University—the
collaborative concert brought
an array of Asian American hiphop artists to the Hill's very own
LoPo. The event , which previously
helped bring forth the wildl y suc-

cessful Far East Movement, featured Yellow Boyz, Lyricks, Decipher and Smokes in a celebration
of cultural dynamism, campus
unity and musical energy.
The two-hour show began with
raps from the College's Hip-Hop
Alliance, who set the stage for the
four Summit groups. The room instantly ignited with flashing lights,
music videos projected from the
wall and a crowded dance floor. It
was the Hill's own little dance club
with the power of live talent.
The music varied from sampled beats of Lil Wayne and Lloyd
Banks to original productions,
yet the rapping remained unique
for each track. From Yellow Boyz'
catchy "Millionz" to Decipher's
ground-shaking "Decip her That,"

the crowd had its hands in the
air and feet moving. While some
of the lyrics touched uniquely on
Asian culture, much of them expressed universal messages, such
as the desire for success.
According to the artists, it was
one of the best stops on the tour,
claiming that the Hill brought
some of the most energy they had
seen. This was due not only to the
crowd on the dance floor but also
to the students in the pub, who
added another level of vivacity to
the atmosphere. Looking at the
audience made it hard to believe
that Asian hip-hop has not found
more success in popular U.S. musical culture. Lloyd Liang, president of the Asian Cultural Society,
voiced his opinion on the para-

dox: "I have no idea why [it 's] not
as popular. Maybe when [people]
see an Asian singing hip-hop,
they don't expect something good
so they don't look into it...[and
therefore] it's not spread out. African American hip-hop is known
to everybody [and is] usually
more main stream." Korean artist
Smokes expressed this very sentiment at the show, saying, "They
said I couldn't make it because
I'm an Asian rapper." However,
the music spoke for itself, and the
reaction of the crowd showed an
enthusiasm for the rhymes and
bass-dropping beats.
For Liang and the Asian Cultural Society, bringing the Summit to the College was as much
about fostering community on
campus as it was about introducing new music. As Liang said, one
of the main goals was "to form a
collaboration with various clubs
on campus and basically to reach
out to the Colby community."
Multiple campus groups were
involved in the tour 's arrival , including Outings and Activities
for Students Initiating Sobriety,
the Ralph Bunche Society, the
Hip-Hop Alliance, the Student
Government Association and the
Pugh Community Board. The collaboration of clubs culminated
in the performance Friday night ,
where Liang said he hoped to
spread a "new vibe to hip-hop."
Most of the students seemed to
welcome this new vibe with open
arms. As rapper Lyricks said, "We
have real music, real artists and
real hip-hop." And that is just
what the Hill got.

Oak Fellow Fatima Burnad s class organized the Outcast(e) performance
to convey the difficulties that many Dalits in India stillface today.
By DAN SUNDERLAND
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

On Monday, Nov. 28., the "Human Rights in Global Perspective"
class, taught by Oak Fellow Fatima Burnad, gave an interactive
performance in the Pugh Center
that emphasized bringing social
justice to the Indian caste system.
The performers designed their
show with Augusto Boal's "Theatre Of the Oppressed" in mind:
using a forum-style method, the
class allowed audience members
to participate and comment on
the actor's performance. This
system allowed the performers
to both inspire and facilitate a
dialogue about the oppression of
Dalits—the "untouchable" caste
of India.
In the first scene, a Dalit woman goes to a tea shop and endures
verbal abuse by the discriminating shop-owner and patrons. In
the second scene, the same woman faces more discrimination as
she goes to a public well to gather
water. People in the street ridicule her for walking in the middle of the road in the third scene.
When the woman arrives home
in the final scene, her landlord
is waiting to rape her, expecting
her body to be as much of a commodity as the land.
A common idea among the
characters of the higher caste
was that the Dalit were dirty and
their presence somehow polluted
the air and environment around
them. They also had no value and
could be seen as resources. While
the setting and the scenes were
fairly simplistic, the actors made
sure to accentuate the social issues
at work. These were appropriately
the most noticeable aspects of the
play, facilitating a better awareness and understanding of how
the caste system works in India.
Rather than passively watching the scenes progress, after the
first round of four scenes the audience was able to yell, "Freeze!"
and change the scene as they saw
fit. Audience members could

either direct performers to do
something or choose to replace
the bystander or Dalit and act out
their part as they saw fit. The audience members who did want to
take part all chose to adopt one
of these roles. This allowed audience members to act out how they
would address such issues in the
real world.
Of the audience members,
Mimi Smith '13 and Megan Lasher '15 each took a turn playing
the role of the Dalit woman while
Amnesty International Club
President Aquib Yacoob '15 and
Sociology and African-American Studies Professor Cheryl
Townsend Gilkes took turns as
the bystander.
All of these people tried to
convince the actors' characters that their actions made no
sense and were very harmful.
However, this strategy did not
work and shows how difficult
it is to change these attitudes in
India. In the third round, Burnad walked into each scene and
showed what she and her group
have done in these situations.
Though created to be a performance, this "Theatre of the
Oppressed" was more of an unorthodox community forum on
a human rights issue. Rather
than explicitly setting a topic, the
performances drew in the audience and made them understand
the topic on a more practical
level. Since talking about a human rights issue in an abstract
manner rarel y leads to workable
solutions and real change, bringing the audience closer to the
discrimination was a much more
effective means of encouraging
change and activism.
Burnad stayed in the Pugh
Center for some time after the
performance so that audience
members could ask questions or
discuss with her what they had
just learned. After such a thoughtprovoking performance, the Dalit
will surely be in the hearts and
minds of the audience for quite
some time.
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Tall Heights dazzles
at the Coffeehouse

I JAZZ BAND HAS A BLAST

ANNA THIN/THE COLBY ECHO

Brass musicians in the Colby Jazz Orchestra make soulful sounds during a performance in Given Auditorium

DANCING IN THE DINING HALL
SPENCER PHILUP&THE COLBY ECHO

Boston, Mass. band Tall Heights gives a weekend performance to students in the Mary Low Coffeehouse

By DEVIN O'BRIEN
NEWS STAFF

With the first percussive stroke
of guitar and sliding groan of
cello, Tall Heights went from unknown to undeniable in the Coffeehouse last Friday night. When
they took the stage, without hype
or introduction , the unassuming
duo could have easily been mistaken for two Colby students in
their flannel and jeans. They quietly announced they were from
Boston, Mass., thanked us for
coming and stepped back from
the mic.
What followed can only be described as ascension.
Wide airy chords burst from
frontman
Tim
Harrington's
guitar and filled the distance
between the stage and the audience gathered in the back of the
room. Paul Wright roamed the
long neck of his cello, plucking
and sliding through quivering
phrases that surged from the
background to the melody and
back again. The two wove their
voices, both of which would have
sufficed as the lead, into an undulating cloth of haTmony above
the warm , shifting tones spilling
from their instruments.
Their sound, while unique,
brought to mind Bon Iver and

Iron and Wine—music that
stirred up more contemplation
than desire to dance in the crowd.
The big couches, arm chairs and
soft floor of the Coffeehouse provided the perfect setting for their
music, and students tapped their
toes, bobbed their heads, closed
their eyes and swayed in a oncedisparate crowd transformed into
a community of eager listeners.
When at their best, Tall Heights
started and stopped, rose from
whispers to wails, shot from cut
time to double and chopped up
traditional song structure into an
eclectic mesh of verses, bridges,
pre-chovuses and breakdowns.
That being said, their sound was
the easiest to digest when it stuck
to its folky roots, and the crowd
was able to lock into Harrington's
more basic strumming patterns
and chord progressions, responding in claps and hoots as he picked
out the tempo.
Toward the end of their set, a
fan shouted out a request. Harrington and Wright were so
shocked by this and excited that
someone knew one of their songs
that they immediately played
through the tune, even though
they had planned on using it to
end the night. In its place, when
the crowd cried for an encore
after they had put down their instruments, Tall Heights moved

through an eloquent cover of
"Skinny Love" and stepped from
the stage with a reminder that
they were selling "Rafters," their
latest EP, for the price of a "like"
on Facebook.
Though their live performance
was charged with the fire of an
unproven act with nothing to lose
and everything to gain, some of
that force falls limp in their CD.
Playing through a set of speakers, away from the rocking crowd
and dislodged from the easy fit of
the band to the Coffeehouse, Tall
Heights is not what they were live.
At times, their vocals come off at
whiney on the EP, and you have to
be in a very particular and mellow state of mind for the music to
make its true impact.
There is little published about
Tall Heights and no telling how
high they will rise in their caANNA THIN, THE C0L8Y ECHO
reers, but last Friday ni ght they
filled the Coffeehouse to the brim ' Students pair up f o r a fun-f illed evening of contra-dancing in Foss dining hall held on Nov. 18.
with promise. The fact that their
album falls flat is almost encouraging. In a day and age when auto-tune reigns supreme and overproduction makes artists pop
on CDs and flop on stage, Tall
Heights seems to have turned
the tables. If they keep rocking '
the scene the way they did in the
Coffeehouse last Friday night ,
this will not be the last time you
read about them.
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Super China Buffet
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Serving Chinese, American & Japanese Specialties
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Women's ice hockey begins season 1-2-1

CHRIS KASPRAK/IHE COLBY ECHO

KarlynDonovan 15 dumps the puck past u Middlebury College defender in Colby V 6-0 loss to the Panthers

Mules f all to
Middlebury
twice, take
down USM
By ROBERT YEE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby women ' s ice hockey
opened its season the weekend
before
Thanksgiving
w i t h t w o tough losses to New
Eng land Small College A t h letic Conference (NESCAC)
opponent M i d d l e b u r y College. The M u l e s were able
to get back on track a fewdays later with a w i n over
the University of Southern
Maine ( U S M ) and broug ht
their record to 1-2-1 with
a 1-1 tie to the University
of Massachusetts at Boston

(UMass-Boston).
The season-opener versus
Middlebury. the third-ranked
team in Division 111. turned

momentum against the Mules.
Brianne Wheeler "14 stopped
56 Panther shots , but Middle-

bury was able to trickle a rebound past her glove in overtime to take a 3-2 victory.
Meredith Reynolds '13 (assisted by Kathy Shei '13) and
Annie Papadellis '14 (assisted
by Jackie Tavella "15) each
scored goals for the Mules.
The Friday night loss to
Middlebury took the figurative wind out of Colby 's sails
for the Saturday rematch.
Middlebury ' s Kate Sullivan
notched a hat trick as the Panthers cruised to a 6-0 win to
improve to 2-0. Despite the
Saturday blowout , this fairly
young Colb y squad held its
own on Friday against a team
expected to compete for the
national title.
On Nov . 22 , Colby traveled
to Gorham , Maine to take on
USM. Ally Kane '13 , on assists from Papadellis and Lauren Guarente '15 , scored on the
power p lay with 12:05 remain-

Baruch' s Chris Beauchamp.
who poured in 36 pamts, outshined the Mules , but strugg led
the next day. shooting just 3-13
from the field as Baruch fell to
NYU in the tournament final.
Despite a strong performance
from the duo of Beaulieu and

Foreman. Colby fell in the consolation game to TCNJ the next
day. TCNJ's balanced attacked,
with three players in double figures, was led by Kyle Cancillieri 's 16 points. Foreman was the
only Mule in double figures with
16 points, while Beaulieu netted

The Friday
night loss to
Middlebury
took the
figurative
wind out
of Colby's
sails for the
Saturday
rematch.

ing in the first period , and the
Mules never relinquished the
lead. Shei added a tally in the
final two minutes of the first
period on an assist from Jessica Howerton '15, and Samantha Slotnick '14 closed out the
scoring on an assist from Kane
to close out the scoring, giving
Colby the 3-0 win.
On Nov. 27 , the UMass-Boston Beacons visited the Hill
and played the Mules to a 1-1
tie. First-year Maddy Borek
scored her first collegiate goal ,
putting Colby ahead midway
through the first period on assists from Karlyn Donovan *15
and Torie Palffy '14. The Beacons , however, answered in the
final two minutes of the first
period , tying the game at 1-1.

Wheeler finished the game
with 31 saves, while UMass-

Colby plays
a home-andhome against
NESCAC rival
Bowdoin
College this
weekend.
Boston netminder Leah Hallett
kept the Beacons in the game
with 48 saves.

The Mules lost their top scorer from last season , Stephanie
Scarpato ' I I , who led the team
in both goals (eight) and assists
(12). Slotnick returns for her
sophomore season after finishing second on the team in points
last season with five goals and
three assists for eight points.
Kane and Marissa Simmons '12
will serve as captains.
Colby plays a home-andhome series against NESCAC
rival Bowdoin College this
weekend. On Friday, the teams
will square off in Brunswick,
Maine at 7 p.m. On Saturday,
the teams will travel north for
a 3 p.m. matchup at Colby before playing a midweek game
against New England College at
home on Dec. 9.

CHRIS KASPRAH/THE COLBY ECHO

Jackie Tavetla '15 winds up to take a shot on goal against Middlebury College on Saturday. Nov. 19.

Men's basketball loses first two games

Mules struggle
in tournament
at NYU, win at
Fisher College
By ROBERT YEE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby
men 's
basketball
opened up the 2011-2012 season on Nov. 20 with a 74-63
loss to Baruch College at the
New York University (NYU)
tournament in New York , N.Y.
The Mules were unable to secure their first victory the next
day in a consolation game
against The College of New
Jersey (TCNJ). falling 59-45.
Senior
tn-captain
Eric
Beaulieu netted 22 points and
a game-high 13 rebounds in
the opener against Baruch.
Fellow senior tri-captain Ben
Foreman was the only other
Mule in double figures, finishing with 12 points. First-year
Connor O'Neil , making his
first start , scored nine points
in the loss.

CHR15 KASPRAIVTHE COLBY ECHO

Senior tri-captain Eric Beaulicu was named to the all-tournament team
at the New York University tournament, averaging a double-double.

Interested
in writing

for Sports?
E-mail

rbyee or

strankle
@ col by.edu

nine and grabbed 15 rebounds.
With his double-double average,
Beaulieu was named to the alltournament team.
This season marks the first
time in four decades that the
Mules will be led by somebody
other than the legendary Dick
Whitmore. Damien Strahom '02,
who played under Whitmore and
previously coached at Plymouth
State University, takes over as
head coach. He's joined by Damian Farley and Nelson Albino.
Farley most recently coached at
Clarkson University as the top
assistant , while Albino served as
the Director of Basketball Operations at the New Jersey Institute
of Technology.
If the first two games on
the season are any indication ,
Colby will need to step up its
offensive production. Christian Van Loenen '11 and Mike
Russell M l carried the scoring
load last season , averaging 16
and 13.4 points per game, respectively. With them gone ,
Beaulieu , Foreman and fellow
senior tri-captain Kyle Donovan will be expected to pick up
the slack.

On Tuesday, Nov. 29, Colby
earned its first win over Fisher College, 73-51. The win
marked Strahorn 's first as the
Mules ' head coach. Foreman
scored 20 points , including
four three-pointers. Donovan
turned in an all-around effort
with nine points, four steals,
seven Tebounds and five assists. Junior Gordon Fischer
added 10 points and a tied
the team-high with seven rebounds. First-year Shane Rog-

ers contributed eight points
and five assists, good for a
share of the team lead.
The Mules ' first home game
of the season is Friday at 7
p.m. versus the University
of Maine at Fort Kent in the
Colby Invitational. Colby has
four games to improve before
its first New England Small
College Athletic Conference
opponent , Bowdoin College ,
comes to town next Friday,

Dec. 2.
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SAVE THE TA-TAS!

Support the men's hockey team In the
Face Off Against Breast
Cancer Fundraiser.

WHEN: Game against Bowdoin, Friday 7 p.m.
DONATE: Tuesday through Friday, white

T-shirts will be on sale for $10 in Pulver with all
proceeds going to the Save the Ta-Tas Foundation.
Wear your white shirts to the hockey game to
make it a "white out" event!

Brady and Gronk on a roll
The cupcake portion of the New
England Patriots' schedule may
not turn out to be so easy, with
the Miami Dolphins resurgence
in their last four games and the
Denver Broncos now 6-5 behind a
rock-solid defense and Tim Tebow
(this guy just doesn't know how
to lose). However, these past two
weeks have certainly been a nice
vacation for the Pats, playing the
lowly Kansas City Chiefs and the
Philadelphia Eagles.
The Chiefs actually managed to
lead the game in Foxborough last
Monday night by three. Then the
Pats finally finishedtheir warm-ups
and scored 34 unansweredpoints in
an absolute tour deforce that exposed
Tyler Palko as the career backupthat
he is and showed that Scott Pioli,
Romeo Crenel and the Kansas City
Baby Patriots still have a long wayto
go beforetheycancompetewith thenbig brotherfrom New England
Tom Brady threw for an efficient
234 yards and a pairof touchdowns.

Rob Gronkowski was strong again, TD. Tom Brady absolutely abused
catching both of Brady's scoring an Eagles secondary that, compasses. The Chiefs did manage to ing into the year, was touted as the
hold him to only 96 yards receiving, most talented in the league. Touchalthough he did it on just four catch- down Tom threw for 361 yards and
es. BenJarvus Green-Ellis was solid three TDs The Pats had two playin helping to finish out the game in ers with over 100 yards receiving
the second half, finishing with 81 in this game—Deion Branch and
yards on 20 carries.
Wes Welker—who had 125 and
Credit goes to Crenel for be- 115 yards, respectively. If the NFL
ing able to slow down the prolific had an award for best receiver unBrady-to-Gronk pairing ' in the der six feet tall, Welker, who had
first half. Watching him coach a two of Brady's TDs, would win it
mediocre team like that makes every year. No one is talking about
me miss the good ol' days when the fact that he is on pace to break
he and Belichick were working the NFL record for receiving yards
together—it just wasn't fair for in a season and is arguably the best
receiver in the league despite not
opposing offenses.
This past week was just a com- having the spectacular, leaping endplete joke of a football game. The zone catches that other receivers
Eagles (win something, then I'll make. Gronk was unusually quiet,
respect your so-called "Dream . with just one TD and 59 yards, but
Team") have proven once again that it just goes to show that you can try
games are not won on paper. That to take one threat away, but the Pats
squad has the most athletic talent in will bum you with someone else.
the NFL, but it is not a team. StartThe defense allowed 400
ing their backup quarterback Vince yards passing to Young, but it
Young, the Eagles were fighting for really didn 't seem like it. They
their (very slim) playoff lives.
got some help from Young, who
The Pats decided to be nice and missed some very easy throws,
spot the Eagles 10 points in the first and from DeSean Jackson , who
quarter before they repeated their dropped a sure TD, but overall I
performance from the previous was never very worried once the
week, outscoring Philly 38-3 from Pats started scoring. One posithen on, save for one garbage-time tive with which most people will

agree is that this defense can definitely stop the run. LeSean McCoy came into the game as the
leading rusher in the NFL and
finished with only 31 yards on
10 carries. Yes, that was partly
due to the fact that the Eagles
were playing from behind for the
entire second half, but one very
telling stat is this: in the first
half (which was close, Philly led
10-7 after one quarter), Philly,
as a team, had 44 rushing yards.
In a period of the game where
both teams were relatively even
(before the Pats began to pull
away towards the end of the second quarter) the Eagles, the topranked rushing team in the NFL,
had mustered only 44 yards.
The defense is doing its job well
enough that maybe this team can
contend for the Super Bowl.
Next week, the Pats welcome
the winless Indianapolis Colts
to Foxborough for a game that
should be, well, fun to watch for
Pats fans. Remember the days
when this was the game of the
year every year? Not this time.
The Pats should walk over the
Colts (who look more and more
like they are trying to Suck for
Luck—Andrew Luck, that is) for
their ninth win of the season.

Swimming drops openers

Men 's and
women 's teams
f all to Amherst
at home meet
By ZACH HARTNETT
STAFF WRITER

The Colby swimming and diving teams dropped their seasonopening meets at Colby on Nov.
19 to Amherst College.
Mason Roberts '12 led the
men, who lost 179-94, with a second-place finish in the 200-meter
breaststroke and a third-place

finish in the 100-meter breaststroke.
Roberts
clocked
in at
2:21.83 for the
200 and 1:03.46
in the 100.
Ryan
Trafton
'12
took
third place in the
100-meter
butterfly with a time
of 56.60, and
Vincent
Galea
'15 had fourthplace finishes in
both the SO- and
100-meter freestyle races. Roberts,
Trafton,
Galea and Anders Peterson '14

also came in second place in the
200-meter medley relay.
On the women 's side, Mandy
Ferguson
' 12
turned in a strong
performance
with a secondp lace finish in
the 10,000-meters (10:58.13),
third
in
the
500-meter freestyle (5:23.69)
and fourth in the
200-meter freestyle (2:01.71).
Ferguson
also
competed with Colby 's sec-

The Colby
swimming
and
diving teams
dropped
their seasonopening
meets...to
Amherst.

ond-place 4x200 freestyle relay team with Charlotte Veazie
'12 , Sarah Hansen '12 and
Laura Burns '12.
Martha Mesna ' 14 also
p laced second in one-meter
diving with 161.32 points.
Hansen and Jess Blais "12
both recorded third- place finishes—Hansen in the 100-meter freestyle (57.58) and Blais
in the 100-meter backstroke
(1:05.10). Amherst won the
meet by a score of 173-93.
Both swim teams will
travel to Cambrid ge , Mass.
to compete in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) Invitational on Dec. 2
and 3.

CENTRAL MAINE
1-95

Waterville, Maine

Exit 127
www.cmautogroup.com
Email: info@cmautogroup.net

CHEVROLET • BUICK
www.central-maine-motors.com
Mobile: Text CMMAG1935 to 274447
420 KMD, WATERVILLE
TOLL FREE 1-800-974-5864 • 872-5591
MOIST . - FRI. 8-8, SAT. 8-5

CHRYSLER • DODGE • JEEP
www.centralmainechrysler.com
Mobile: Text CMMAG1935 to 274447
300 KMD, WATERVILLE
TOLL FREE 1-80O-343-2158 • 872-9211
MONT . - FRI. 8-8, SAT. 8-5

TOYOTA - SCION
www.cmtoy.com
Mobile: Text CMMAG1935 to 274447
15 AIRPORT ROAD, WATERVILLE
TOLL FREE 1-800-882-4436 • 872-5444
MON. - FRI. 8-8, SAT. 8-5

AUTO BODY REPAIR CENTER
www.cmtoy.com
Mobile: Text CMMAG1935 to 274447
30 AIRPORT ROAD, WATERVILLE
872-5980
MON. - FRI. 8-5

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

Jil Vaughan '12
SPORT:

Basketball
Position:
Forward
HOMETOWN:
Wareham , Mass.

^2
„
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Career tournament
MVp awards

WHY: To open the season , Vaughan earned
Most Valuable Player honors at the Judges
Classic with an average of 15 points and nine
rebounds over two games againt Clark University and Brandeis University. Vaughan looks
to lead the nationally-ranked Mules to their
third consecutive National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) tournament appearance.

BY THE NUMBERS
8: Colby student-athletes who were named to the
New England Small College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) Fall Sportsmanship Team.
15.5: Average point total of men's basketball
player Eric Beaulieu '12 at the New York University Tournament, which was enough to earn him a
spot on the all-tournament team.
2:21.83: Time clocked by men's swimmer Mason
Roberts '12 in the 200-meter breastroke , good
for a second-place finish in the Mules' NESCAC
matchup against Amherst College.

STANDINGS

STATISTICS

Women's ice hockey
begins season
vs. Middlebury

Men's basketball;
lo§eatW«*Jn
tourfiament ^

PAGE le
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W basketballwins tournament Slow start for
men's hockey
By TIM BADMING TON
STAFF WRITER

Coming off of a very successful
2010-2011
season
during which they won 22
games and lost just six, Colby

women 's basketball enters this
season with high hopes. The
Mules look to return to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) tournament
for the third consecutive year
and appear poised to do so;
d3hoops.com and the ESPN/

USA Today national Division
III polls featured Colby at 16th
and 20th , respectively. Many
key players are returning to the
Mules ' powerhouse, including
four seniors—Rachael Mack
*12 , Kelly Potvin '12 , Aarika
Ritchie '12 and Jil Vaughan

ANNA THIN/THE COLHV ECHO

Gabe Donahue 14 loOks~To make an entry pass during Colby 's blowout win over Thomas College.

'12. Leading the charge is new
head coach Julie Veilleux, who
rep laces Christine Clancy after
stints at Bowdoin College and
the Naval Academy. Clancy
coached Colby last season in
an interim capacity and did not
return this year.
Veilleux has gotten off to a
very promising start at the helm
for the Mules. To open the year,
Colby won the Brandeis Tournament held in Waltham , Mass. on
Nov. 19 and 20. Saturday's game
brought a resounding victory
against Clark University, 7957. Vaughan recorded her first
of likely many double-doubles
with 16 points and 16 rebounds.
Mack put up 20 points and nine
rebounds to contribute to a
dominant effort on the boards by
Colby. The Mules ' dominance
continued through the week, as
the Mules racked up victories
over Brandeis and the University of Maine at Farmington.
On Nov. 28, Colby blew out
Thomas College , 87-26. The
Mules led the game 46-3 at
halftime behind sophomore Jen
Nale 's career-high 15 points.
Mack finished with 21 points.
Colby 's New Eng land Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) opener is this Saturday at 2 p.m. against the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears,
who are ranked 14th and 11th
in the same two national polls.
Amherst College , another NESCAC rival , figures to be stiff
competition for the Mules; the
Lord Jeffs are a national force ,
perched atop both polls.

By HILBERT SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's hockey
team started this year with
a new coach after long-time
head coach Jim Tortorella left
to take an assistant coaching job at the University of
New Hampshire . Coach Stan
Moore takes over the team after spending a year coaching
hockey at Kents Hill Academy.
Unfortunately, the Mules have
not had the best start, with a 1-3
record (and an additional loss in
exhibition play) going into a key
home-and-home series against
Bowdoin College. What the record doesn 't state is that the
team 's total goal differential is
only minus-one. All four of the
Mules' losses have come by one
goal, and the last goal has been
scored in either overtime or the
last minute of regulation.
Coach Moore was very
pleased by the effort his team
showed through the first five
games. "We just need to execute
better and communicate a bit
better," he said, emphasizing the
difficulty of adjusting to a new
system. He is hoping the team
will begin to get more comfortable in his schemes and start to
"execute with reckless abandon."
Over the Thanksgiving break,
the Mules took on the United
States Under-18 National Team
and Salve Regina University.
Against the U.S. U-18 team in an
exhibition game, Colby fell behind 3-0 and 5-2 before furiously
staging a comeback attempt. Senior Matt Rappaport opened the
scoring for Colby at 5:03 of the
second period, but the U.S. U-18
team made it 4-1 just over a minute later. Fellow senior Chris Buonomo scored his first goal of the
game, shorthanded, just 85 seconds later to make it 4-2, but the
U.S. team netted one more goal
before the second intermission,
and Colby went into the third facing a 5-2 deficit.
Buonomo scored again just under seven minutes into the final
frame to cut the lead to two. At
9:47, Ray Zeek '15, who assisted
on Buonomo's second goal, found

Squash off to solid start

Mules take
two wins af ter
losses to topranked Trinity

By SARAH TRANKLE
SPORTS EDITOR

The men 's and women 's
squash teams each opened
their seasons with three
matches the weekend before Thanksgiving break.
Although both teams fell
to top-ranked Trinity College on Saturday, Nov. 19 ,
the men 's team bounced
back w i t h two victories the
next day over the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Northeastern
University, w h i l e the women
proved to be just as success-

ful with wins over Wellesley
College and Northeastern.
Trinity 's squash teams defeated the -Mules 9-0 in the
matchups on both the men 's
and women 's sides. For the
men, captain Harry Smith
'12 fell to Ail-American Vikram Malhotra in straight sets
(11-5 , 11-8 , 11-6). William
Sullivan ' 13 battled against
Antonio Diaz at the second position , but also lost in
strai ght sets (11-4 , 11-4 , 117). Throug hout the rest of the
lineup, the 13-time defending
national champions continued
to dominate as Roy Simpson
III '14 , Nat Cooper '12 , Will
Hochman '14 , Stephen Carroll
'14 , Ben York *15 , Pete Gabranski '13 and Darryl Soto
'14 fell in straight sets.
On the women 's side, the
Mules suffered a similar fate as
the team lost each of its matches

in straight sets. Catalina Pelaez
of Trinity defeated captain Kate
Pistel '13 in the first position
(11-7 , 11-3, 11-2), and Wee Nee
Low overpowered Molly Parsons '13 in the second position
(11-3, 11-4, 11-1).
The following day, the Mules
rebounded with strong showings on the courts. Smith and
Sullivan won their matches
against MIT at the first and
second positions to help lead
the men to their first win of the
season. Later, the men tallied
a perfect 9-0 victory against
Northeastern to deliver their
second win. Although many of
the matches against Northeastern remained close, the Mules
were able to pull out victories
in every one.
In similar fashion , the women 's team also recorded 8-1
and 9-0 wins on Sunday, Nov.
20 with victories over Welles-

ley and Northeastern , respectively. Pistel and Parsons tallied victories in both of their
matches at the one and two positions , respectively. Lindsey
McKenna * 14 also recorded
two wins in her p lace at the
third position. Madeline Hunsicker '15, Liz Brehman '15 ,
Tara Tischio *15 , Coco Cowan
'12 and Emma Beck '12 filled
out the winners ' circle with
victories of their own .
With great starts to their
seasons , the Mules look to
continue their win streaks.
Men 's captain Smith will work
to capture his fourth All-New
England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
selection , while women 's captain Pistel and second position player Parsons hope to
improve upon their respective
11-11 and 15-7 records from
the previous season.

the twine to make it a 5-4 game.
Colby battled hard for the final 10
minutes but failed to score again,
falling to the U.S. team despite
an impressive rally. Coach Moore
was proud of the heart that his
team played with, saying, "I was
very pleased with the effort we
showed; we did not quit. The third
period has been our strongest period this season, and if we can just
play consistently during the other
two periods hopefully we can get
on the other side of these scores."
In the second game of the
weekend, the Mules lost another
tough contest to Salve Regina,
. 3-2, in the Bowdoin Face-off
Classic. Colby scored first with
5:24 left in the opening stanza as
Zeek sniped a shot into the top
left comer off of a nice feed from
Buonomo in transition. Salve Regina evened the score before the
end of the period and the teams
went into the second tied at one.
Salve Regina scored again at 9:05
of the second period to take a 2-1
lead. Despite a strong showing in
net for Salve Regina, the Mules
evened the score on a Scott Harff
' 13 top-shelf snipe from the blue
line with only 2:29 to go. Harff
had been robbed earlier in the period on a great save by the Salve
Regina netminder. Salve Regina
managed a heartbreaker with
1:14 left to send the Mules home
in defeat. Coach Moore pointed
to fundamental hockey after the
loss: "We played to win; we all
agreed to go for it. They ended
up with a kid in our zone, oneon-one with space to shoot, and
he took it. Too big of a gap for
the shooter; we just need to be
more responsible."
Overall Coach Moore has been
pleased with junior Matt Delaney's play in goal in his first
season as the starting goalie:
"I'm most impressed with what
he 's shown so far, and we'll keep
working on improving."
Colby and Bowdoin face off on
Friday in the Alfond Rink in what
will be by far the biggest game
Moore has coached so far for
Colby. Coach Moore was aware
of the significance of the game:
"There 's a lot at stake, not even
at a conference level....Hopefully
we can add more than one [win]."

Colby
On Deck
THIS WEEK'S HOME GAMES
*t

MEN'S HOCKEY VS. BOWDOIN
FRIDAY AT 7 P.M.
MEN'S BASKETBALL VS. MAINEFORT KENT
FRIDAY AT 7 P.M.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY VS. BOWDOIN
|
SATURDAY AT 3 P.M.
WOMEN'SBASKETBALL
VS. BOWDOIN
SATURDAY AT 2 P.M.

SPENCER PHILLIPS/THE COLBY ECHO I

Senior captain Harry Smith waits to p lay a backhand off the g lass during Colby s 9-0 loss to 13-time defending national champion Trinity College.
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